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Teresa Ware shines in hockey competition.
Chief chefs Astrid Newman and Kim Lauterhach prepare hamburgers
for hungry yearbook workers.
We here at Longwood pride ourselves in the tradition and spirit displayed on
our campus. Tradition and spirit go hand - in - hand as seen in color competi-
tion, Oktoberfest, and other class activities.
However, we are faced by many spirits other than those in color competition.
We are haunted by the spirits of Dr. Jarman and Mrs. Stevens. The spirit of
competition keeps our varsity teams winning. And, fortunately, we are all
touched by the spirits of love and friendship.
Therefore, the Virginian would like to dedicate this year's book to that
wonderful force in all of our lives — SPIRIT!
Welcome to Longwood!!
Oktoberfest — a tradition in itself.
Martha George and Nancy Setzer finish up the sophomore booth. Andy Ruffin is late to class!
Study time in front of South Cunningham.
V\ai Pti lugh 1 tl guard.
Spirit — That Intangible, Unconquerable Force
Kay Schmidt is ready with a smile.
1
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Everyone's favorite dunkee — I. B. Dent.
^
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They call this "walk'!'
Geist member Debbie Northern works in the annual blood-
mobile drive.
That Compels Us Through Life
The Spirit Shines Through During All The Seasons
Munch out!!!
The icy wonder of a frozen tree.
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The quiet beauty of sno
Nothing can beat a sunny day!!
Even The Icy Hands Of Time Cannot Dim Our Spirit.
Dean Heintz ad.lu^sps an attentive group during orientation. Chris Vontsolos and Betty Lou Smith are just "clowning" around.
The Spirit Cannot Be Diminished
In Masses Or In Solitude
w '^mHf - ' v ^ pi
Liingwood students enjiiyiiif; a SUN concert.
It's a lonely joh for Chris Vogel.
Jeannie Wakelvn silently meditates.
Red And White, Green And White, Blue And
White , . .
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The Red and Whites give their version of that unspeakable horror
registration.
Juniors Cheryl Wilcox, Gang - Green, and Donna Hughes welcome the fresh-
men with a smile.
Ii
Sally Red and - Whits- g';t;; plenty of love and protection.
I
No one can resist a Klownl!
Tradition Will Never Die!
Julie Peatfish goes tur the winning piiint. The number one pasttime in Lankford — pingpong.
|!
Ah, the thrill of competition: sweat, tears, and water balloon
Nothing can beat an exciting field hockey game.
The Spirit That Comes In Competition . . .
Sherry Halup and Jeannie Waklyn "scream" for ice cream.
In Love ... In Friendship
mThe Sr^ Of Pride, Of Determination
Kim Furbee tapes a teammate's ankle before a game. Waiting for that last ride home!
Debbie Fore and Anna Stalpy "klown" around during color
rush.
Bob Baggley shares a smile %vith his friends.
The Willingness To Challenge And To Be Challenges
Dr. Willet speaks with new students. The challenjje iif paint battle brings friends closer together.
We Must Be Willing To Accept The Challenge And
Grasp The Spirit
Performers from the Longwood Company Of Dancers rehearse for
their Spring Concert.
I
Never fear fair citizens of Longwood - the dynamic duo will save us from
all harm.
The Farmville train station made it to TV in a soft drink commer-
cial.
Teri Davis stops an opponent from scoring.
For We Are Not Only Grabbing Spirit . . . We
Are Grabbing Life.
g
FACULTY
I
Henry I. Willet
President
i
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The President's "humble abode.'
ith the Snellers
Dean Gussett and President Willet discuss the
exhibits they have seen at the "Heart of
Virginia Festival."

Mr. Mark Saldridge, Assistant Professor of
Art
Mr. Randall Edmonson, Instructor in
Art
Art Dr. Elizabeth Flynn, Associate Professorof Art
The Department of Art at Longwood College is
guided by the concept that a student's education
must concern itself with creative learning,
experimentation in the visual arts, and concept
development. These goals are achieved through a
variety of different programs and people. The faculty
represents a wide spectrum of talent and individual
specialties; this helps to give the students a broad
choice of courses.
All faculty members are exhibiting artists and are
well-known throughout the region. Their experience
and their understanding of the various art froms,
strengthened by their concern for teaching, are
reflected in the high quality of education offered by
Longwood's Art Program.
Miss Conway Thompson, Assistant
Professor of Art
Dr. Barbara Bishop,
Mr. Homer Springer, Associate
Professor of Art
Miss Mary Mitchell, Assistant
Professor of Art
Mr. James Caleb, Assistant Professor of Business
Dr. Anthony Cristo, Associate Professor of Economics
Business &
Economics
This program is one of Longwood's most rapidly
expanding areas of study. This major prepares the
student to make the important decisions required of
day-to-day business management. The program
emphasizes the skills and techniques needed for a
career in Business Administration.
All Business Administration majors take a core
curriculum of general business courses and then
begin concentrating in one of five areas: accounting,
finance, management, marketing, or real
estate/insurance. The full range of business areas is
covered, providing students with a broad, general
base of knowledge.
Mr. Owen Fields, Assistant Professor of Business
Mr. Thomas Dickens, Instructor in Business
Mr. Raymond Gilchrist, Associate Professor
of Business
Mr. Willard Leeper, Associate Professor
of Business
Mrs. Evangeline McCort, Instructor in
Business
Mr. James M. Irby IV, Instructor in Business
Mr. Donald McCort, Assistant Professor of Business
Mrs. Frances Hamlett, Assj«ta-i! i-'J-orV-ssor of Mr. Richard Measell, Instructor in "Economics
English, Philosophy
& Foreign Languages
The Department of English, Philosophy, and
Foreign Languages seeks to provide its majors a
philosophy of language, a philosophy of literature,
and skill in communication. English majors
normally enter the B.A. degree program. The
department also offers an M.A. degree.
The Foreign Languages Program offers courses
in French, German, Latin, and Spanish. Majors
may be taken in French or Spanish. Majors in
these languages must complete 24 hours in the
language beyond the intermediate course.
Minors in philosophy and communications are
also offered by the Department of English,
Philosophy & Foreign Languages.
Dr. EUery Sedgwick, Instructor in English
Dr. Susan May, Professor of English
Dr. Maasie C. Stinston, Jr., Associate Professor of
English and Department Chairman
Mrs. Camilla Tinnell, Instructor in English
Delia Wickizer, Department Secretary Dr. Jo Leslie Sneller, Associate Professor of
English
Mr. Donald Stuart, III, Associate
Professor of English
Dr. Carolyn Craft, Associate Professor of
English
Mr. Otis Douglas, Assistant Professor of
English
Dr. William Frank, Professor of English Dr. Fillmer Hevener, Jr., Associate Professor of
English
ll
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Dr. Anthony Maurice, Assistant
Professor of Foreign Languages
Dr. Maria Silveira, Associate
Professor of Foreign Languages
Dr. Rosemary Sprague, Board of Visitors
Distinguished Professor of English
n
Mrs. Helen Savage, Associate Professor of
Philosophy
Dr. Geoffrey Orth, Assistant Professor of German
Dr. Anita Ernouf, Professor of Foreign
Languages
Dr. Michael Lund, Assistant Professor of
English
Dr. Martha Cook, Associate Professor of
English
Mr. William Woods, Assistant Professor of Journalism Dr. John Peale, Associate Professor of Philosophy
5Carolyn Callaway, Assistant Professor of Health and
Physical Education. Miss Anne Huffman, Assistant Professor of Health
and Physical Education
Mr. Peter Cunningham, Instructor in Therapeutic
Recreation
Health, Physical
Education & Recreation
The Department of Health, Physical Education,
and Recreation offers four educational programs. The
programs are designed to meet the following
objectives: (1) to prepare students to teach health
and physical education in the secondary schools with
an opportunity to specialize in coaching, dance, or
elementary education: (2) to qualify students for
careers in therapeutic recreation; (3) to provide
opportunities for students to develop leisure time
skills; and (4) to provide opportunities for students
to participate in aquatic arts, dance, and intramural
and intercollegiate sports.
Mrs. Phyllis Harriss, Professor of Health and
Physical Education
Mr. Hollis Powers, Assistant Professor of Physical
Education and Athletic Trainer
Mr. Richard Williamson, Instructor in
Health and Physical Education
Dr. Bette Harris, Assistant Professor of Physical Education
Dr. Gerald Graham, Associate Professor of
Health and Physical Education
Miss Nancy Andrews, Assistant Professor of
Health and Physical Education
Miss Ruth Budd, Instructor in Health and Physical
Education
5Dr. Eleanor Bobbitt, Professor of Health and Physical Education Dr. Barbara Smith, Professor of Health and Physical Education
Mr. Charles Holding, Instructor in Health and Physical
Education
Mr. Nelson Neal, Assistant Professor of Health and
Physical Education
i*»Jr=-*S'i/J-
Miss Sally Bush, Assistant Proiessor of Health and Physical
Education
Mr. Jiri Rada, Assistant Professor of Health and Physical Education
Mr. Harbour at work busily "governing" his
class.
History &
Government
The Department of History and Government
enjoys a rich tradition of excellence grounded in tfa
scholarly achievements of an eminent historian and
long-time member of the history faculty, the late
Francis Butler Simkins. An able and professionally
active faculty offers the serious student the personal
counsel and quality instruction essential to a sound
undergraduate program.
The department offers major programs in history,
government, and social science culminating in either
the Bachelor of Arts or the Bachelor of Science
degree. The department also provides special
curricula for history and government majors
interested in pursuing a career in law. Minor
programs in both history and government are
available to all students.
Mr. L. Marshall Hall, Jr., Associate Professor and
Chairman
Dr. Alexander Berkis, Professor of History
Mr. Richard Couture, Assistant Professor of History
Mr. James Crowl, Assistant Professor of History
Dr. Elizabeth Etheridge, Associate Professor of
History
Mr. William Harbour, Assistant Professor of
Government
Dr. James Helms, Professor of History
Dr. Gilbert Millar, Associate Professor of History
Dr. Maurice Sneller, Professof of History
Dr. Charles W. Sydnor^ Jr., Associate Professor of
History
From left to right: Dr. Alexander Berkis, Mr. William Harbour, Dr. Gilbert Millar, Mr. L.
Marshall Hall, Dr. Maurice Sneller, Dr. Elizabeth Etheridge, Mr. James Crowl, Mr. Richard
Couture
Mrs. Marilyn Osborn, Assistant Professor of Home Economics Miss L. Melinda Ingram, Assistant Professor of Home
Economics
Home Economici
The Department of Home Economics offers
three areas of study leading to a Bachelor of
Science degree: Clothing and Textiles
(Fashion Merchandising or General Clothing
and Textiles); Food and Nutrition; and Hom§
Economics Education. For non-majors thf|
department offers two minors: Clothing and?
Textiles or Food and Nutrition!
Coyner Building houses a departmental;
library, a general classroom, a food and homeij
equipment laboratory, a home furnishing
laboratory, a clothing and textile laboratory,;
a demonstration area, and the Colleg«|
Nursery school which is utilized as the child
development laboratory.
iflwl^^^^«r '
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Miss Evan McCreary, Associate Professor of Home Economics
Dr. Marguerite Griffith, Associate Professor of Home
Economics
Ms. Jeris Cassel, Instructor in Library Science
Miss Deborah Pearson, Instructor in Library
Science
Library Science
Lancaster Library was constructed in 1938
and received extensive enlargement and
renovation in 1961. The Library is
immediately west of Grainger Hall.
Completely airconditioned, its three floors
include individual study carrels, group study
and discussion rooms, graduate study rooms,
a typing room, faculty carrels, and a separate
reading room for the use of the collection of
books, periodicals and newspapers on
microfilm. The main book collection of over
172,000 volumes, is available on open shelves
to all users with reading and informal lounge
areas interspersed among the book areas of
three floors.
The Department of Library Science offers
courses leading to a minor in Library Science
and/or to State endorsement as a school
librarian.
Ira. Polly Boaz, Assistant Professor of Library Science Miss Mary Jo Dollins, Instructor in Library Science
Dr. E. T. Noone, Associate
Professor of Mathematics
Dr. Robert Webber, Associate Professor
of Mathematic
Dr. Robert S. Wu, Associate Professor of
athematics
Mrs. Sandra Bollinger, Assistant Professor of Mathematics Dr. Robert
May, Assistant Professor of Mathematics
Dr. Jean A. No^ . Assistant
Professor of , .uthematics
Mathematii
Jomputer Science
A major in Mathematics at Longwood prepares
students for one of three career goals: as
mathematics teachers, professional
mathematicians, or computer scientists.
If a student's interest lies in teaching, he can
gain the preparation needed to teach math at the
elementary or secondary level. Certification is
awarded in the areas of pre-algebra mathematics
and high school mathematics.
As a professional mathematician, an individual
may wish to become a computer programmer,
systems analyst, general mathematician, or
researcher.
The field of computer science offers a wide
range of career opportunities in business- and
industry. Mathematics at Longwood has expanded
its program in computer science, and students are
now able to make use of Longwood's own
computer facilities while gaining an understanding
of how a computer system operates.
Military Science
Army ROTC is a four-year course of study open
to men and women, which may be taken by
jongwood students concurrently with their regular
rork. Credits earned in military science are
ounted as elective hours, and may be offered as
lours to fulfill the graudate requirements for any
legree. The military science program leads to
bmmissions in all branches of the Army.
- In addition to academic material, students are
offered the opportunity to participate in extra-
curricular activities. These optional activities
include canoe trips, rappelling, backpacking, hang
gliding, helicopter flights, tours of military
institutions, and leadership exercises.
Sgt. Timothy Jordan, Instructor in Military Science
Tom DeWitt receives his Outstanding Cadet
Award.
Major Sullivan congratulates Astrid Neumann on entering
Advanced ROTC.
Cindy Doyle and Doris Lyles are deep in concentration as they
practice M-60 machine gun firing.
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tSon to individual voice
Itruction is available in
jtrings, Woodwinds, and
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j|c majors stage several major
Is; including a unique Christmas
y with period music and costumes.
ng experience is available through
,t Band, the Camerata Singers, the
Ir, and the newly formed Longwood
Jazz Enzemble. Mr. Thomas Williams, Associate
Professor of Music
Dr. Paul Hesselink, Associate Professor of Music
Miss Patricia Lust, Assistant Professor of Music
Miss Frieda I' " rs, .v-jsijianT J'rofessor of Music
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Mrs. Pauline B. Haga, Assistant Professor of Music
Dr. Robert Blasch, Associate Professor of Music
I
Mr. W. Bruce Montgomery, Assistant Professor of Music
Mr. Darrell Harbaum, Associate Professor of Music
a wide
ivide the
ffche sciences,
eihe following
jnce, and physics,
nr of Arts and the
Iv^ailable. Students
Inment may major
lion in environmental
J majors may choose to
u^hysics concentration in
medical or graduate school.
Mr. Lyn Ferguson, Instructor in Science
Dr. Leta Jane Holman, Professor of Biology
Dr. Patrick Barber, Associate Professor of Chemistry
Mr. Jon Bergeron, Assistant Profejsci;- of Biology Dr. Maurice Maxwell, Assistant Professor of
Chemistry
y
>
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Dr. Charles Lane, Professor of Geography Dr. Sandra Breil, Associate Professor of
Biology
Dr. David Breil, Professor of Biology
Dr. L. R. Fawcett, Jr., Associate Professor of Physics Mr. John Austin, Associate Professor of Physical Science
jfwite
( ,
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Mr. James Curley, Assistant Professor of Physical Science Dr. Wayne Tinnell, Associate Professor of Biology
3Mr. John A. Hardy, III, Assistant Professor
of Chemistry
Dr. Freda McCombs, Associate Professor of
Natural Sciences
Dr. Alton Harvill, Professor of Biology
Dr. Billy Batts, Associate Professor of Biology Dr. Donald Merkle, Assistant Professor of Biology
1
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Mr. Earl Rublev Associate P'^ fi .^ , d
Geojjr^
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Dr. Richard Heinemann, Associate Professor
of Biology
Mr. Wayne Meshejian, Assistant Professor
of Physics
What are Social Work majors Ree Garrett and Tammy
Trestrail scheming now?
Miss Aileen Lintz, Assistant Professor of Social Work
Social Work
Mrs. Sarah Young, Assistant Professor of Social Work
The Department of Social Work provides
an undergraduate course of study of unique
and personalized instruction accredited by
the Council on Social Work Education,
leading to the Bachelor of Science or
Bachelor of Arts in Social Work. The
curriculum prepares individuals for admission
into accelerated one-year M.S.W. degree
programs or entry into the expanding
opportunities of first level professional
practice according to the standards of the
National Association of Social Workers.
The program objectives focus on the
development of a strong liberal arts based
social worker who is capable of generic
practice in a wide variety of careers.
Additionally, the department individualizes
much of the student's education and growth
as he develops a professional knowledge,
skill, and attitude base through periodic
personalized evaluations and discussions with
the entire staff.
Mrs. Grace Stitt
Mr. Geoige C. Stonikinis, Jr.,
Chairman of the Department :
Dr. James Jordan, Assistant Professor of Anthropology
Dr. Mary Cristo, Associate Professor of Anthropology
and Sociology
Sociology &
Anthropology
The Department of Sociology and Anthropology
offers an undergraduate major in the field of
sociology, and undergraduate minors in sociology
and in anthropology. Students majoring in
sociology may earn either the B.A. or B.S. degree.
Through a variety of activities, the department
attempts to provide its students with a program of
breadth and depth characteristic of the Longwood
educational experience. The department provides
scholarly and cultural enrichment to both the
local and academic communities through its
annual Visiting Scholar Series and its annual
Anthropology Film Series. In addition, each
academic year the department faculty chooses an
outstanding sociology student to receive the
Kathleen G. Cover Fund Award.
Mr. Lawrence Hiad, Assistant Professor of
Sociology Dr. Henry Townshend, Instructor in Sociology
Dr. Robert Woodburn, Assistant
Professor of Speech
Mr. Richard Gamble, Instructor in Dramatic Arts
of Virginia, also <)^^^^^^H ^^^^^^H
to a major in spee^^^^^^H
dramatic arts and ^^^^^^^E
PVIHiH
>eech are also
offered.
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character and i^l^^^^^^HI ^Iramatic
literature. Non-ma^^^^^^Bc participate
and receive academi^c^l^TOr work in the
Dr. Nancy Anderson, Assistant Professor of Speech and Dramatic
Arts
major theatrical productions of the Longwood
Players Euid the Department of Speech and
Dramatic Arts.
Dr. Douglas Young, Associate Professor
of Speech and Dramatic Arts
h
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Miss Gretchen Unterzuber, Instructor in the
Campus School
Mrs. Gail Gilligan, Assistant Professor in
the Campus School
Mrs. Mary Meade Edwards, Director of
Reading in the Campus School
John P. Wynne
CampnS School
The Wynne Campus School is the college's^
human resource lahoratory for the teacherl
education program and related programs in
arts and sciences. The school is committed to
helping children become self-motivat
learners who can set and meet their o\.„
goalsl
The school provides a controlled
;;jgit#nsBntei^ whereby prospective teachers
ny opportunities to teach^j
is observe children, and to*
try new ideas.;
Mr. Derwood Guthrie, Assistant Professor in the Campus
School
Miss Cecil M. Kidd, Assistant Professor and Librarian in
the Campus School
Dr. Rita Howe, Assistant Professor in the Campus School
Mrs. Cathy McCanless, Instructor and Director of Music in the
Campus School
Mrs. Toy Dowdy, Assistant Professor in
the Campus School
Mrs. Phyllis Groneweg, Assistant Professor
Mrs. Mary Wacker, Professor in the Campus '" t^e Campus School
School
Mrs. Carolyn Banton, Instructor in the Campus School Mrs. Jacqueline Wall, Instructor and Director of Art in the Campus
School
mication and
dtiate majors in
•y education and
by* is also available in
psychology,
f education program at
i successful in placing
positions at a rate far
srage. This significant
5 of Longwood's strong
|e exceptional training
-"'^-d for the students.
Mr. George Elliot, Associate Professor of Education
Miss Madeline Simpson, Assistant Professor of Psychology
Mr. James Silliman, Assistant Professor of
Education
Dr. Robert Gibbons, Associate
Professor of Education
n
Dr. Louis Kovacs, Associate Professor of
Education
Mrs. Phyllis Wacker, Associate
Professor of Psychology
Dr. Edward Smith, Assistant Professor of
Psychology
Dr. Mark Weatherly, Associate Professor of Education Dr. R. Beatrice Bland, Professor of EMucation
Dr. Nancy Vick, Assistant Professor of
Education
Mrs. Betty Simmons, Supervisor in Education
Dr. Charles DeWitt, Associate Professor of Education Dr. Robert Banton, Professor of Education
Dr. Jung B. Ra, Associate Professor of Education
Dr. Ray Sizemore, Associate Professor of
Education
Ift
Mr. Edwin Vassar, A.ssoc!acr V.:..!oi;s,-)r of Education and Director of
Student Teaching
Mr. Joseph Horvat, Instructor in Psychology
EVELYN COLEMAN
President's Secretary
EVA PHILBECK
Secretary to Vice President for
Administration
ANITA BAILEY
Secretary to Vice President of
Student Affairs
1^#
JOYCE TRENT
Secretary, Placement Office
NANCY SHELTON
Alumni Director
LENA ROSE DOWDY
Secretary to Director of Public Affairs
/^
\ r y
MILDRED MORTON
Secretary to Vice President for
Academic Affairs
€»«
EVELYN RANSON
Information Office
VIVIAN ROOP
Head Nurse

STUDENT LIFE
I
Concerts
The Student linoo concerts this year have
been ones of drvarsified tastes. In other
\<,oi<is, &UN has had something for
everyonfib (Sites. Ranging from blues to jazz
to hard reck, tlie concerts have gotten bigger
and b?it.?r, with Longwood students reaping
the benefits.
Michael Johnson and Count Basie were
two of the top attractions this year. Many
townspeople, in addition to many students,
came out to hear the Count and his orchestra
play music the way only he can. Other
entertainers and groups featured Sea Level,
Jamie Defrates, John Bayley, and Louise
Demiceli.
Many outdoor concerts entertained
Longwood students this year also. These
groups included such artists as the Putnam
County Pickers, Brice Street Band, Mike
Cross, and Street Talk. These concerts were
usually given in Lankford Mall and were
well-attended by students who danced, threw
frisbees, or just listened to the good music.
SUN should be commended for the wide
range of artists and groups they brought in
for our concert entertainment. By bringing in
pop, jazz, country, and rock, they had
"something for everyone!"
5arry Drake
1Willie Tyler and Lester
Randy Hansen

Michael Johnson
li
(above and below) Dixie Dreggs

Resident Staff And Dorm Life
The "family" enjoys a pizza dinner in the hall of their humhle home, South Ruffner.
1
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Ann Wyatt and Cherie Stevens find time to study on a busy
sorority hall.
Kenny Marcus and Jeff Vaden spend so much time studying that they
just do not have the time to clean.
What a masterpiece
. . . you see there are unlimited possibilities for one of those
little "dungeons" in North Cunningham.
Mark Shoenfelder relaxes by playing a few tunes.
The resident cake bakers and decorators of Wheeler Dorm.
Studying does occur once in a while over in
Frazer.
Laundry time again.
Kenny Leipertz and Ti;r. '.
their stereo in their room.
M*A*S*H, the News, and all sports events get the
highest ratings in Cox.
1
Drama At Longwood . . .
Tom Willis (Marty) and Vickie Mann (Geraldine) in a scene from "A Former Gotham Girl." Doug Blevins (Rhet) explains to Diane Wright (Daphne)
that he is offering his room only as a "friend."
Randy Cook (Yang Sun) is already in conflict with his new bride Marie George Hughes, as water boy Wong, faces the three Gods (Susan Clift, Frank
Douillard (Shen TeShui Ta). Creasy, and Mark Winecoff) in "The Good Woman from Setzuan."
The World Is A Stage
In Agatha Christie's "The Mousetrap," Dale Roller (Giles) discusses the Randy Cook (as Dectective Sergeant Trotter) ironically turns out to be
murder with Christopher Wren (Chris Conner) and Mollie (Melanie Hud- the murderer.
nail).
9
Renaissance Dinner
Three of the performers gather about the hearth, displaying
their beautiful costumes.
The Renaissance Dinner requires a great deal of rehearsal time, conducted by Dr. Egbert.
Rehearsal finally moves into the Blackwell Dining Hall, where the performance will take place.
ri
The Camerata Singers meet before going into the Dining Hall to perform for the Renaissance Dinner.
Andy Pittard seranades a lovely damsel. A few of the performers gather for a Christmas caroi.
Lend a smile and it will always bring you joy.
The Klowns display their acting talents between the color class
skits. (BELOW) A student receives the full "klown" treatment.
Oktoberfest der Geist
The Red and White klowns complete a
pyramid during their skit.
Our favorite "Klowns" — Geist!
Clown face painting was a new event this year.
ioitilk(ic\
The three-legged race proved to be more difficult for some.
(BELOW) The Klowns arrive for the Midway opening.
Bring In The Clowns
This year's Oktoberfest was one of the very best ever.
Never has so much green, red, and that all-important
blue spirit shown as it did during color rush, sports
competition, CHI walk, and the color class skits.
The day began early with the sounds of hammering
and last minute building as the Midway booths were
being set up. By midday, many of the color rush events
were over and many looked forward to the Midway
opening at 2 o'clock. A new attraction, the Spirit
Board, was added this year. At dinner time, the board
was filled with the painted messages of students and
alumni both.
The picnic lunch and Midway drew large crowds that
were enjoying the lovely day. The excitement came to a
close Saturday night with the winning of the color class
skits by the Red and Whites. Geist was congratulated
on their great job as coordinators of one of our best
Oktoberfests.
I
A Klown learns about color rush strategy.
?f
Signs Of Fall
Crowds begin to gather as the midway is being set up.
Mittenmeister - (Sophomore) Duke Rollins
Geist sells color class skit tickets before the weekend beings.
Families and friends enjoy the annual picnic on Stubbs Mall
I
German mascots adorn the dining hall to remind
students of the upcoming festivities, (above and right)
Reds And Greens In Action

w
Spring Weekend
This y-' A,'-'; Spring Weekend was one of very best ever. Many
differe)it : c^iib were offered over the special four day span. The
events fea^^- . -i : -^ii activities as the annual Scavenger Hunt, picnic on
the Libr.aiy Mall with Southern Hospitality providing great music, the
Longwood Minithon, CHI banner hunt, lacrosse, baseball, and many
great .SUN concerts. These diversified events reflect the many interests
of the students of Longwood and the efforts of many organizations to
keep up with the college's needs.
The Lady Lancers do battle against Roanoke during Spring Weekend. Longwood takes on UVa in baseball.
LC students were treated to the sounds of Fat Ammon's Band on the Friday of Spring Weekend.
The Scavenger Hunters are explained the rules of the hunt.
Many perspective students took advantage of the academic tables set
up in Lankford.
Another runner crosses the finish line in the third annual Longwood
Runners who have already completed the 6.2 mile course wait to see the Minithon.
incoming participants.
Southern Hospitality entertains during the picnic lunch on
Saturday.
The Lancer hasehall team hosted a doubleheader against
Bristol.
J
#
The Lady Lancers take on Bridgewater in lacrosse. Students enjoy the picnic lunch provided by ARA Slater.
^
The group Silverspring played to an enthusiastic audience during their "Saturday Night Alive" appearance Spring Weekend.
The P. C. Pickers performed on Lankford Mall Sunday afternoon to end a perfect Spring Weekend.
Mardi Gras
Mardi Gras is fa:-'; becoming one of Longwood's biggest weekends.
This year's celeb-a^on lasted from January 30 through February 3 and
proved to he . success. The Student Union should be commended for
the wide ;\ jge of entertainment and special events it sponsored for
Longwood's srijoyment. The events ranged from concerts (Nina Kahle,
Sea Level) to a mixer (with the popular group Janice) to movies
(Rocky Horror Picture Show). All the events had their own special
flair and were enjoyed by all.
Final Approach provided a jazz concert in the Gold Room on Saturday. A beer and pizza party was held Friday night with Bill
Blue and Band as the entertainment.
A sell-out mixer featuring Janice was in the Lower Dining Hall Saturday night.
In one of her many appearances on Longwood's campus, Nina Kahle held a special Spotlight Concert in the Gold Room during Mardi Gras.
r
Those attending the Chris Bliss show were issued glasses
to wear during some of his show.
Chris Bliss used lazer lights, music, and other special
effects in his unique juggling act.
A Year At Longwood
Memories Of .
f
Moving in.
Check in with the head resident.
1^^P^
i
\
X „2Hia
Rush.
Laundry (again?).
Voting in the Rotunda
Breaking quiet hour.
Studying for tests and quizzes and exams and
Moving out.
Leisure Time In The Dorms
4
iobv D'ick and the six o'clock news.
What some people will do to relax.
n
Leisure Time?
What's That?
;is^^-ty*^

Leisure Time Outdoors
In search for that "savage" tan
A sunny day on the patio outside the Student Union.
There's nothing like the shade of a tree on a hot day.
Catching the sun's rays and a Lancer victory.
The guys from Main are always looking for Long-
wood's "No. 10."
I-
iron Rector
ie Roller
rbin Young
FRESHMEN
Mary Cawthorne
Ross Conner
Kelly Jones
Mike Laffoon
80 CHI Commendation^l^^^^
JUNIORS SOPHOMORES l^^lTammy Bird Brenda Coleman ^^^|
Melody Crawley Kim Fuhr ^^^^|
Turk Cosby Sharon Harrup ^^^^|
Cindy Dropeski Robin Hungate ^^^^^1
Debra Harrison Susan 'I'owler ^^^H
Tracey Hormuth ^^^1
Linda Paschall .^^^^1
Tom Sullivan
1
FACULTY AND STAFF
Mr. Frank Brasile
Jean Doss
Mrs. Goodman
Dr. Rita Howe
Mr. Gordon Inge
Mr. Nelson Neal
Officer Nunnally
Lyn the Postman
Dr. Vick
ORGANIZATIONS
The Men's Basketball Team
Catalinas
Longwood College Cheerleaders
Jazz Ensemble
ROTC
The fire signals the commencement of the
commendations.
Lynn Plageman solemnly awaits while others
are being honored.
Lynn Plageman participates in the recessional of the CHI
burning.
Libby Bowman joins in with other CHI members to announce the
purpose of CHI.
1979-80 CHI
Jan Bates
Libby Bowman
Cindy Byrd
Elaine Dempsey
John Hudson
Teresa McLawhorn
Debbie Northern
Wanda Peterson
Janie Petty
Andy Pittard
Lynn Plageman
Susie Transue
Graduation 1980
With diplomas in hand, the Class of 1980 awaits for the end of the commencement exercises and the beginning of the rest of their lives.
Senior Cl:,s,-.
.'^'re.<ident Lihby Bowman awards Dr. .John Peale the Faculty Recognition Award.
John Hudson presents the special Oktoberfest Klown music to Dr. Rita Howe, advisor to the Klowns.
S is for the senior class that we love
E is for their energy and pep
N is for the nice things that they do
I is for the interests that they show
is for Oh, how we do love them
R is for the races that they've won
Put them all together and they spell
SENIOR
The BEST we have ever known!
Attorney General Marshall Coleman addressed the 1980 graduates.
f
ORGANIZATIONS
I
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Bob Bagnal, Bruce Benham, Fred Birchett, Dallas Bradbury, Bob Butler, Dan Cameron, Barry Driver, Hugh
Gallagher, Stephen Hawthorne, Bill Johnson, Kerry Koberwski, KevinLewis, Ken Marcus, Joe Martin, Tom Moarn
Mark Moreno, Pete Mostoff, Danny Richard. Ed Russell, Dave Sawyer, Mark Schoenfelter, Mark Segal, Trotman
Simpson, Bill Stenzhorn, Jeff Vaden, David Wilkinson, Shawn Wong
'.j%m. i
f Alpha Chi Ro |
iColors: Maroon and White
iMotto: Be Men
|Founded: Trinity College ;
i Hartford, Conn.J
i' June 4, 1895 1
L--^.
Cindy Adams, Lauren Beasley, Jan Bennett, Wanda Blount, Cathy Bodurtha, Beth Breckinridge, Jiian Brooks, Donna Bruce, Dawn Cajigas, Gale
Carter, Ronnie Cary, Susan Compot, Julie Compton, Donna Drinkard, Lori Fehrenbach, Cheryl Fitts, Kitty Grant, Sharon Harvey, Eileen Henry,
Genia Huff, Margi Janger, Troy Luckett, Barbara Mooney, Lynn Painter, Cheryl Pelkey, Jill Penny, Beverly Reaves, Joanne Segraves, Kim
Staples, Dianne Thomas, Suzan Turkekul, Kathy Vannice, Juli Vermillion, Kim Walker, Patty Walton, Dorothy Winstead.
k
Colors: Azure Blue and White
Flower: Woodland Violet
Motto: "We live for each other."
Founded: May 15, 1851
Wesleyan College js
Macon, Georgia I
Founded locally: 1969
"First Secret Society for CoUe— "'—
'
Mascot: Lion
Philanthropy: Society for Crippled Children
Jennifer Bare, Tammy Bird, Rhonda Brown, Cindy Byrd, Lynn Campbell, Mary Cawthorne, Jeanne Chappell, Kathy Chase, Betsy Belong,
Anne Dempsey, Elaine Dempsey, Ann Eubank, Cindy Feazell, Mary Ferramosca, Debbie Fore, Darlene Foster, Susan Gray, Anne Guthrie,
Denise Hardie, Berkeley Harland, Michele Hogge, Tracey Hormuth, Lisa Howell, Wendy Howser, Kathy Idelson, Mary Ingram, Patty
Jackson, Kathy Johnston, Kathy Koch, Judy Kusterer, Karen Lane, Jessie Lignian, Kathy Lynch, Mitzi Mason, Eileen Mathes, Vicki
Mathewson, Teresa McLawthorn, Ann Normand, Karen Parker, Carol Penn, Amy Perry, Wanda Peterson, Lydia Rice, Linda Riggan, Beth
Rowe, Karen Shelton, Andrea Simmons, Mary B. Soles, Anna Staley, Cherie Stevens, Beth Stewart, Chris Tullington, Pam Updike, Bonnie
Vaughan, Beth Waddell, Tricia Whitehurst, Jenny Williams, Ann Wyatt.
ha Gamma Delta
re: Red, Buff, and Green
Flower: Red and buff roses
Founded: May 30, 1904
Syracuse University
Syracuse, New York
Founded locally: 1959
Philanthropy: Cleft Palate Research
Advisors: Dr. Bobbit, Dr. Andrews
Loretta Austin, Sharon Brown. Darlene Carr, Charlene Christian, Faye Cov.ngton, Laur.e Jones, Ela.ne Lass.ter, Letha Moore.
Alpha Ka]^_
Colors: Salmon Pink and Apple
Flower: Tea Rose
Pin: Ivy with Pearls
}
Carol Atkinson, Julie Baca, Katherine Anne Beale, Gary Bell, Lori Blackard, Martha Bransford, Jeanne Brantley, Lisa Bridgewater, Mindy
Brumfield, Sandy Burton, Kim Caldwell, Robin Carr, Cathy Christman, Linda Clements, Sheila Cochran, Donna Crowley, Bruce Elliott,
Margaret Fowler, Debbie Gathright, Darlene Gillikin, Liz Gleason, Krista Grow, Kim Harrison, Molly Hartz, Sarah Hazelgrove, Dori Heflin,
Susan Hough, Janet Jarrett, Dianne Jefferies, Rebecca Johnson, Carole Key, Liz Lemons, Debbie Moreau, Cindy Morris, Beverly Mozingo, Laurie
Murren, Barbara Neiman, Laura Prazmark, Liz Rammeli, Di Richardson, Nita Sadler, Amy Schutze, Beth Sages, Bonnie Sines, Lisa Smith, Toni
Smith, Ann Carter Stephens, Pixie Strike, Sarah Stump, Janet Sykes, Anne Tinsley, Ginger Thornton, Jane Tunstall, Jenny Ward, Debbie
Warren, Kim West, Juliana Worsham.
Alpha Sigma Alpha
Colors: Crimson Red and Pearl White |
Jewels: Pearl and Ruby |
Flowers: Aster (Fall) «
Narcissus (Spring) %
Founded: Longwood College
Philanthropy: Aid to the Mentally Retarded
Sherry Carmony, Lynne Cook, Teri Davis, Julie Dayton, Brenda Fettrow, Klutz Fuhr, Kim Furbee, Kim Garber, Gave Garringer, Kym Gilbert.
Evelyn Gragnani, Barb Greer, Linda Hall, Sharon Harrup, Beverly Harris, Debbie Hogge, Jo Jacobs, Jan Jennings, Karen Kilmer, Debi Kinzel,
Lisa Lassiter, Cathy Leftwich, Nicole King, Jean McLarin, Susan Melvin, Cindy Morris, Cindy Moss, Vicki Nesbitt, Lynn Plageman, Cathy
Reynolds, Janet Robertson, Cindy Sanders, Cindy Smith, Debra Spencer, Cindy Thomas, Susan Towler, Becky Webb, Robin Young.
k
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Jeanne Becker, Ingrida Berkis, Betsy Bishop, Bonnie Brightwell, Caren Brosi, Beth Caccivio, Denise Clark, Susan Clift, Lisa Comer, Sandi Cram,
Karen Elliot, Patti Floyd, Keaton Foster, Michelle Hamilton, Kim Hannan, Janet Hodges, Patty Hunter, Mary Beth Ibanez, Amy Kane, Faith
Lancaster, Lisa Lawhorne. Denise Locke, Kathy Markley. Mary Anne McAllister, Ann Morrissey, Nancy Morton, Karen MuUinax, Becki Myers,
Ginger Moss, Terry Ritchie, Connie Scouras, Carolyn Scully, Marcy Shepard, Mary Shriville, Teri Simmons, Stacie Southwick, Marcie Swale,
Angel Thacker, Cindy Thurman, Karen Via, Susan Victor, Kathy Watson, Sherri Wiggins, Deanna Wilson.
^ Delta Zeta '
Colors: Rose and Vieux Green
Flower: Kilarney Rose
Jewel: Diamond
Founded: October 24, 1902
Miami University
Oxford, Ohio
Philanthropy: Galudet College
Deaf ^
Jody Adams. Janet Allen, Lisa Allred, Ruby Barnes, Susan Baroch, Emily Bellevenia, Mary Bisese, Pat Brady, Charlotte Brinkley, Barbara Califf,
Cathy Carden, Cee Cee Carrington, Melanie Carsley, Kate Clemen, Julie Cockfield, Debra Colbert, Cathy Creamer, Cathy Downey, Cyndy
Eggleston, Julia Fitzgerald, Patti Gilliam, Sandra Goodwin, Ellen Hale, Barbara Haney, Teresa Hariss, Lisa Heflin, Ellen Hitt, Linda Hitt, Sherry
Hogge, Vicki Jones, Carol Kilvington, Pat King, Gary Knox, Linda Krutanis, Jenny Lashley, Penny Long, Jo Deane Lundy, Donna Martin, Kathy
Moorefield, Andrea Mott, Edie Parkins, Ashley Peachy, Lucy Peachy, Linda Polk, Sara Rengstorf, Lisa Shively, Doreen Shuffler, Melanie Spivey,
Melissa Stowers, Lora Tester, Beth Trotman, Theresa Wade, Marie Watson, Laura Zandall
9HP"'!Hifljj^HB^ppa Delta ' "|
Colors: Green and White |
Jewel: Pearl, emerald and dii
Founded: Longwood College;;
Farmville, Virginia
October 17, 1897
^
Philanthropy: Crippled: Chij|1
^^lim1
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Robin Black, Beth Buchwall, Val Campbell, Pat Clayton, Lynne Davis, Cassandra Dearing, Mary Dillar, Beth Farris, Cathy Garrette, Theresa
Godly, Kathy Gooche, Gayle Harris, Rose Hensley, Beth Hostoglis, Cindy Jones. Wanda Kirkland. Mary Kirkman, Carol Mcintosh, Rose McNeil,
Debra Miller, Kathy Mitchell, Julie Newman, Shelia Parker, Lisa Powell, Kyna Racey, Linda Sandbougher, Janet Snapp, Penny Sreene, Susan
Struder, Debra Wiedman, Lucinda Williams, Kim Wood, Diane Wright, Joanne Yeats
HHI^HH^B
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Phi Mu ^
;
Colors: Rose and White
(Flower: Rose carnations
f Founded: March 4, 1852
Macon, Georgia
1HHIIHItaBHMiH^^H^H^^Hi
Kendall Adams, Darryl Balderson, Doug Braig, Jim Cashwell, Nick Ciucci, Brian Cochran, Jeff Craghead, Jack Crickenberger, Kavid Crute,
Toby Demsko, Jim Dubb, Brian Gomes, Penn Gorman, David Gott, Buster Haywood, Scott Heliman, T.C. Jones, Marty Kelly, Bruce
Lendeman, D.J. Lindsay, Keith Lucas, Albert Lunsford, Scott Lyles, John Machen, Steve McAra, John McLaren, Bob Meeks, Mike Moone,
Earl Moore, Keith Moore, Dale Rankin, Kavid Ritter, Chuck Rose, Kevin Ryman, Mike Salmon, Chauncey Sisco, Stone Smith, Ray Spillman,
George Stonikinis, Dave Swago, Jack Thomas, David Wall, Ron Wheeler, Steve Whitten, Steve Yeaman. Little Sisters: Suzi Abe, Kathy
Bowers, Lucy Derrickson, Edie Fletcher, Denise Hardie, Wanda Lloyd, Donna Nuckols, Annette Saunders, Barbara Stonikinis, Dawn Vass.
Pi Kappa Phi
Colors: Gold and white, royal blue
Flower: Red Rose
Founded: Dec. 10, 1904
College of Charleston, S.C.
Founded locally: Sept. 4, 1978
Motto: Nothing shall ever tear us asunder.
$S£$iS^ f
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1979 1980
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Cathy Allen, Alice Bartlett, Dianne Bottoms, Pat Carnes, Cindy Clark, Karen Crawford, Cheryl Donovan, Karen Doss, Ann Gaither, Debbie
Grigsby, Pam Hamilton, Susan Harris, Melanie Hudnall, Jayne Hutchens, Debbie Jochens, Jo Ann Johnson, Kelly Jones, Mary Kloc, Ronda
Landis, Kim Lauterbach, Becky Lee, Michele Lewis, Linda Love, Sara Massie, Flora Middleton, Shelli Miller, Astrid Newman, Mary Pleasant,
Janie Packett, Joyce Pool, Beth Roakes, Cindy Roakes, Gretchen Rowland, Jenny Selby, Jackie Sherrod, Beth Slater, Sara Smith, Jackie Steer,
Mary Sturat, Susie Transue, Patia Truitt, Sherry Truitt, Pam White, LaDonna Wright, Anne Wynne.
I
Amy Bathurst, Karen Best, Lynda Coon, Jeanne Cumiskey, Deanne Deane, Jean Dyer, Jenny Ferguson, Liz Flagge, Melinda Goodkie, Kathy
McKnight, Ruth Ann McWitt, Beth Navin, Rhonda Powell, Sharon Raunswinder, Kathy Redman, Slvia Roberts, Coleen Russell, Sue Seaboen,
Joy Serine, Melinda Schoelley, Julia Tracy, Kate Trainor, Kim Vick, Robyn Walker, Vicki Walker, Janet Young, Dr. Rita Howe (adviser)
Sigma Sigma Sigma
Jewel: Pearl
Flower: Purple Violet
Symbol: Sailboat
Founded: Longwood College
Farmville, Virginia
April 20, 1898
Philanthropy: Robbie Page
Memorial Fund
Kathi Agnew, Nancy Annis, Tammy Baker, Claudia Boggs, Debbie Campbell, Kim Cave, Katrina Christ, Betsy Clark, Alice Clay, Debbie Cosby,
Sally Daniel, Marie Douillard, Denise Ehlers, Kathy Flannelly, Debbie Fulton, Dee Anne Hall, Judi Harrison, Anita Hed, Lisa Hedrick, Nancy
Holsinger, Lou Howell, Tierney Hunt, Leigh Hunter, Sharon Janovich, Elaine Jones, Liz Jones, Abby McChesney Jettaka McGregor, Ann Maxey,
Linda Meadows, Michele Milburn, Anne Niezgoda, Robin Peterson, Susan Pitt, Betty Pleasant, T.A. Poor, Venetia Raines, Jill Rupp, Nancy
Schulz, Stacey Smith, Ronda Snell, Lisa Snellings, Helen Strickland, Polly Swenson, Lisa Thomas, Mimi Tirambulo, Connie Turner, Davis
Waller, Stephanie Wheeler, Laurie White, Cheryl Wilcox, Nancy Wilson, Anne Carol Wood, Ann Wright, Nancy Wright, Dolly Young, Kim
Zachary and Jill Zeavin.
Zeta Tau Alph
Colors: Turquoise Blue and Steel Greji
Flower: White Violet j
Founded; Longwood College I
March 15, 1898 ^^
Philanthropy: National Associati_
for Retarded Citizens «
The "walk" to the chosen sorority
^^-"^
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Bill LeWarne (President), Elaine McDonald (Vice-President), Val Campbell (Secretary), Dale Roller (Treasurer), Pam Wagner
(Oktoberfest Chairman), Marjorie Croxton (Publicity Chairman), Jan Bates, Tammy Bird, Alice Clay, Cindy Dumins, Marcia
Gray, Donna Hughes, Charlie Mason, Bill McKaig, Cindy Morris, Debbie Northern, Cindy Poore, Lynn Plageman, Teresa Ware
Advisors - Mrs. Nancy Shelton, Miss Terri Swann
Geist
In add S up Longwood's blue and white spirit, Geist is also in charge of the annual Bloodmobile Drive and Oktoberfest.
Honors Council
The purpose of the
Honors Council is to en-
courage students to take
advantage of every lean-
ing opportunity offered by
Longwood.
Vivian Anderson
John Chacos
Michelle Smith
Elaine McDonald
Jan Murray
Cindy Poore
Karen Shelton
Val Campbell
Scott Noonan
Cheryl McKeen
Karen Smith
Peggy Roettger
Alpha Lambda Delta I
Pat Abe
Vivian Anderson
Robin Andrews
Margaret Binzer
Jeanne Brantley
Sheree Bryant
Beth Conner
Angela Cox
Ken Devor
Kim Diggs
Mary Dorsett
Robyn Goff
Molly Handy
Angela Loving
Marc Lowry
Pam Melton
Sherri Miller
Charna Moore
Doona Moore
Ellen Motley
Deana Otwell
Carol Parrish
Cheryl Pring
Theresa Ray
Jeff Reynolds
""Donald Roland
Michael Salmon
Mildred Smith
Joan Thorp
Karen Via
Susan Watford
Kevin Williams
Vicky Wong
Alpha Lambda Delta is
the local freshman honor-
ary society founded in
1924.
Beta Beta Beta
The purpose of Beta
Beta Beta Honor Society
shall be to function as an
honor and professional so-
ciety for students of the
biological sciences.
Kitten Abernathy
John Chacos
Gail Crumpler
Peter Kauffman
doris Lyles
Ann Moring
Becki Myers
Ahn Dung Nguyen
Anne Niezgoda
David Payne
Helen Stickland
Beth Thompson
Talmadge Yeatts
Delta Psi Kappa
Jan Jennings
Debi Kinzel
Jean McLarion
Cindy Morris
Sharon Nicholson
Dale Portnee
Linda PuUen
Robin Rowen
Cindy Smith
Maryjane Smith
Pam Stewart
Cindy Thomas
Rosie Wallace
Debbie Whetsell
Sherry Will
Rebecca Willaims
Diane Yeatts
Delta Psi Kappa is a na-
tional professional frater-
nity in health, physical
education, and recreation.
Kappa Delta Pi
Tammy Bird
Martha Boyd
Robin Carter
Alice Clay
Betsy Cooper
Sandy Haga
Kathy Harris
Donna Hughes
Joan Humphries
Diana Morris
Jan Murray
Rene Rowland
Beth Sage
Karen Shelton
Mary B. Soles
Rebecca Thompson
Donna Todd
Kim West
The purpose of Kappa
Delta Pi shall be to en-
courage high professional,
intellectual and personal
standards and to recognize
outstanding contributions
to education.
Kappa Omicron Phi I
Kappa Omicron Phi is a
national home economics
honor society which was
established at Longwood
College on April 14, 1962.
Lambda Iota Tau
Lambda Iota Tau is an
international honor soci-
ety for outstanding
achievements in language
literature courses.
Lychnos
The purpose of Lychnos
is to promote interest in
science and mathematics.
Judy Ayscue
Jane Bruce
Val Campbell
Beverly Harvey
Kathy Holland
Kathy Lance
Cheryl McKeen
Ann Moring
Cindy Moss
Tee Nguyen
Viet Nguyen
Susan Pratt
Mary Purdham
Gary Riley
Kelly Sanderson
Kim Staples
Keith Swandby
Elizabeth Thompson
Sherry Wiggins
Juliana Worsham
Robin Young
Phi Kappa Phi
Phi Kappa Phi is a na-
tional honor society which
recognizes and encourages
superior scholarship in all
academic disciplines and
many professional fields.
Judy Ayscue
Marsha Barker
Janice Bennett
Rebecca Benoit
Alda Brown
Helen Carrington
Alice Clay
Janet Clements
Cindy Cumins
Susan Davidson
Deanna Deane
Donna Dowdy
Karl Haeussler
Virginia Hamilton
Kathy Harris
Sherrill Harrison
Barbara Hartless
Pat Hartline
Beverly Harvey
Katherine Holland
Kathleen Jones
Peter Kauffman
Joyce Lenhart
Theresa Markley
Sandra Martin
Annette McAdams
Cheryl McKeen
Janet Murray
Beverly Reaves
Gary Robinson
Rene Rowland
Karolyn Seay
Karen Shelton
Robin Stanfield
Helen Strickland
Julie Weaver
Kathy Wilson
Phi Mu Alpha
Doug Blevins
Lonnie Davidson
Lloyd DoUins
Nathaniel Eismann
Mike Gould
Dennis Helms
John Hudson
Rusty Hurley
Chuck Lafferty
Charlie Mason
The purpose of Phi Mu
Alpha is to encourage and
promote the highest stan-
dards of creativity, perfor-
mance, education, and re-
search in music in Amer-
ica.
Pi Gamma Mu
The purpose of Pi Gam-
ma Mu is to improve
scholarship in the social
studies.
Kay Ackerman
Libby Blanton
Carl Haessler
Sharon Hall
Susie Hartless
Lisa Kause
Wanda Petersen
Pi Mu Epsilon
Pi Mu Epsilon's pur-
pose is to promote schol-
arly activity in mathma-
tics among students in
academic institutions.
Pi Omega Pi
Pi Omega Pi is the na-
tional honorary in busi-
ness education.
Sigma Alpha Iota t
Sigma Alpha Iota is an
international music fre-
ternity for women.
Mary Breec
Debra Colb
Sandra Goouwyj
Cindy Hamilton
Kristin Holl *
Lynnette H
Marjorie Laf
Jenny Lash'
Sandy M*"^
Kerry
Baoti- ident Union
President
Missions
Comcna
Newslri-t
;,,. Fiack
• :y Lou Smith
ms - Molly Handy
;hris Vontsolos
Eniistriiitfi; - Anna Staley
Witness - Debra Cunnigham
Feilcwship - Kathy Buck
Food - Susan Adams
Socials/Retreats - Val Campbell
Records - Robbin Mobley
Barbara Word
Correspondence - Kim Duncan
Sonrise - Gina Garrett
Hospitality - Tom Yarber
Sarah Adams, Carol Atkins, Becky Bailey, Peggy
Beebee, Michelle Boyd, Suzanne Bryant, Lisa
Buchanan, Lynn Campbell, Alice Clay, Teresa
Dawson, Donna Dix, Jane Edmonds, Michelle
Elmore, June Fox, Donna Hughes, Jan Jennings,
Kathy Lance, Tamara Nash, Cheryl Pring, Jeanne
Reynolds, Karen Shelton, Roxanne Slaughter,
Connie Spangler, Barbara Stent, Donna Todd,
Carolyn Turner, Pam Wagner, Ann Syatt
Campus Director - Michael Edwards
Wesley Foundation
Diane Davis - President
Cheryl Adkins - Vice-President
Kim Upshaw - Treasurer
Alice Bryant - Hostess
Peggy Beebe and Michelle Smith - Inter-Religious
Council
Cindy Christensen - Publicity
Suzanne Day - Thursday Luncheons
Mike Derflinger - Study Groups
Doris Dodson - Deputations
Betsy Duncan - Pianists
Brenda Lewis - Socials
'"'ar^a LeMaster - Visitation and Membership
JusJa Lewis - Projects
Jed. Gilbert and Mary Pleasant - Wesley Choir
Jirr. Tr.;-:Tias - Sunday School
Lisa '•' ;.,.;:.- - Newspaper
Campus D;.-3ci'.;r - Melinda Ayres
Inter-Religious Council
Annamaria Pencola - President
Becky Counts - Vice-President
Peggy Beebe - Secretary
Mary Lou Storey - Treasurer
Robin Black - Rep.
Nancy Lewis - Rep.
Joye Posey - Rep.
Duke Rollins - Rep.
Michelle Smith - Rep.
Carolyn Turner - Rep.
Joanna Vernon - Rep.
Nancy Willard - Rep.
Westminister Fellowship
Martha George
Paul Gillespe
Meg Goodloe
Katrina Harlow
Karen Hoffman
Diane Javis
Beth Joles
Joan Kelarkis
Lynn Kurtz
Kelli LaTorraca
Nancye Lewis
Michelle Lewis
Duke Rollins
Millie Smith
Judicial Board
Chairman - Sally Lowe
Vice-Chairman - Kathy Vannice
Secretary - Brenda Coleman
Investigators (College Violations) Debra Spencer
Kim Fuhr
Mitzi Mason
Investigators (Honor Code
Violoations - Ann Wyatt
Caryn Driskill
Chris Vontsolos
Sara Hazelgrove
Junior Representatives - Donna Bruce
Frank Creasy
Linda Paschall
Sophomore Representatives - Cathy Reynolds
Nancy Setzer
Pam Updike
Judy Clement
Suzanne Frailie
Lisa Overby
Mark Winn
Freshmen Representatives
Advisers - Dr. James Helms
Dr. Goeffrey Orth
Miss Nancy Andrews
Administrative Staff Members - Mr. Tom Nanzig
Mr. Dave Suchanic
Mrs. Elaine Jones
Legislative Board
Chairman - Tammy Bird
Vice-Chairman - Cindy Dropeski
Chairman of Orientation - Brenda Fettrow
Corresponding Secretary - Christi Lewis
Recording Secretary - Nancy Warren
Treasurer - Sharon Harrup
Senior Representatives - Debbie Northern
Libby Bowman
Susie Transue
Janie Petty
Junior Representative - Teri Davis
Julie Dayton
Donna Hughes
Karen Lane
Sophomore Representatives - Beth Waddell
Vicki Mathewson
Mary Slade
Julia Combs
Freshman Representatives - Cheryl Donovan
Mary Cawthorne
Day Student Representative - Patty Bowman
Advisers - Dr. T.C. Dalton
Dr. James Gussett
I
Residence Board
Chairman - Linda Wheeler Curry - (Upper) - Cheryl Pelkey
Vice-Chairman - Bill Johnson (Lower) - Becki Bailey
Secretary - Lisa Comer Frazer - (Upper) - Juliet Rose
Fire Warden - Janice Johnson (Lower) - Bill Todd
Investigators - Amy Wilson French - Tracy Rice
Terry Keesee South Ruffner - Louise Nowlin
Dorm Presidents - Stubbs - Sylvia Roberts
South Cunningham - Roxanna Slaughter Tabb - Mary Milne
North Cunningham - Jeanne Rey nolds Wheeler - Rebecca Nunez
Main Cunningham - Bob Butler Advisers - Mr. Tom Nanzig
Cox - Jay Poole Mr. George Stonikinis
Federation Of Student Social Workers
Tammv Trestrail - President Charna Moore
Brenda Bonucelli - Vice-President Jill Pearce
Jane Froemel - Secretary Belinda Richards
Janet Reynolds - Treasurer Donna Toney
Nancv Willard Marty Kelly
Ree Garrett Laurie Rubino
Karen Cromwell Letha Moore
Sharon Spiotta Valerie Ullrich
Loretta Busby Mario Leal
Becki Lee
Longwood Players
Neil Sawyer - President Rusty Hurley
Kerry McCarthy - Vice-President Mike Lawson
Elise McCarty - Secretary Marie LeMaster
Cathy Carter, Buddy Bourne - Treasurer Vicky Mann
Linda Wheeler, Lisa Swackhammer - Publicity Robert Marenick
Nina Laffue - Technical Director Ginger Moss
Jeanette Arnold Ann Omohundro
Rita Barrow Dale Roller
George Bennett Lissa Sandidge
Caren Brosi Sandy Stabler
Laura Carroll Judi Stanley
Susan Clift Jeff Sledjesky
Brenda Coleman Bonnie Thomas
Chris Conner Cindy Thurman
Ross Conner Peter Tideman
Randy Cook Pam Updike
Frank Creasy Ann Via
Paullett Daniel Kim Walker
Suzanne Day Bonnie Wathall
Mary Dillar Stuart Widdell
Marie Douillard Robyn Wilder
Shelley Gluse Diane Wright
Katrina Harlow Advisors
Melanie Hudnall Richard Gamble
Genia Huff Patton Lockwood
Lisa Hughes Douglas Young
Karen Hughson
Pre-Professionals
Jeanette Arnold - President Sherri Miller
Sharon Crim - Vice-President and Treasurer Tammv Newton
Connie Spangler - Secretary Emily Ott
Regina Anderson Cheryl Pring
Teresa Dawson Jeanne Reynolds
Diane Hutson Carole Robertson
Nicole King Diane Smith
Lori McKenzie Millie Smith
Michelle Milburn Jane Waters
R c
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Hey! I lost my contact lens
Frank Hiemroth
Henry Bear
Dave Pulwers
John McClaren
Jeff Wall
Doug Curry
Geoff White
Chris Conner
Ron Saunders
Dave Funkhouser
Rick Henshaw
John Todd
Tim Shepley
Rob Zirpoli
Rick Bright
Ron Gallihugh
David Sawyer
Joe Schork
Shout it out!
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Scrums
Scott Cunningham
"Beef White
Kevin Brandon
Tom Larus
Tom Moore
Ross Conner
T.C. Jones IV
Guy Deladurantaye
Gary Cunningham
Reserved Officers' Training Corp
ROTC students receive instructions during a training session.
A pathfinder field excursion during the fall.
The ROTC program involves mo.i ,.,,,.i just training and military practices.
Student Union
Even Mr. Dent has to get in line for an autograph from the great
Count Basie.
S-UN workers take a break from a busy concert.
I
John Aranzo, George Bennett, Buddy Bourne. Susan Bryant, Margi Carlin, Shannon Chambers, Marjorie Croxton, Cindy Dean. R ibin Deirisko,
Kien Dolinh, Maurice Franck, Martha George, Mark Getz, Sheila Gollhardt, Kip Grady, Snadi Harman, Mary Beth Ibanez, Beth Joies, Ken -Jones,
Chris Koman, Mike Laffoon, Bill LeWarne, John McLaren David Mitchell, Connie Myers, T Ngyuen, Janie Petty, Larry Pilon, Mary Purdham,
Larry Richardson, Jerry Richman, Steven Rogers, Duke Rollins, Melissa Sager, Mary Shields, Karen Siceloff, Michelle Smith, Debra Spencer,
Sandi Stabler, Terri Stuart, Wendy Sublett, David Wall, Carla Wimmer.
The Catalinas
Ms. Andrews (coach), Susie Transue (President), Pam Mayo (Vice-President), Debbie Harrison (Secretary), Elise McCarty (Treasurer), Lynne
Swan (Historian), Susan Anstey, Bonnie Brightwell, Denise Goodie, Susan Harris, Trish King, Beth Licari, Judy Luck, Melissa Sager, Marcy
Sheppard, Chris Tullington, Frances Vauloukis, Carol Boyers, Carol Monninger, Susan Hall
The Catalinas perform their Gone with the Wind routine.
The aquatic grace of Susie Transue.
1 ^.
Business Club
Therapeutic Recreation
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Gyre
Pam Bowden, Cindy Carter, Lisa Cumbey, Cindy Cumins, Michelle Smith, Allison Swanr
Who's Who
Jan Bates, Libby Bowman, Cindy Bird, Alice Clay, Cindy Cumins, Elaine Dempsey, Donna Hasky, John Hudson, Charlie Mason, Bill
McKaig, Teresa McLawhorn, Keith Moore, Cindy Morris, Debbie Northern, Wanda Peterson, Andy Pittard, Lynn Plagman, Karen
Shelton, Teresa Ware, Ann Wyatt
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The Rotunda
Editor-in-chief: Melody Crawley
Managing Editor: Dave Gates
Photography Editor: Jackie Steer
Staff: Debbie Northern, Chuck Cole, Jody Gil-
bert, Tom Cole, Barbara Baker, Frank
Creasy, George Bennett, Debbie Cunning-
ham, Doug Strobel, Mark Sloan, Bill
LeWarne, Beth Parrot, Robyn Black, Robin
Reynolds, Jul Morton, Lisa Spencer, Linda
Paschall, Mindy Hirsh, Cheryl Wilcox, Susie
Crawford
Melody Crawley on another adventurous photography expedition.
Dave Gates always "manages" to have a smile to keep the
staff from despair. Reporter Debbie Northern gets another aricle written before the deadline.
Dedication! Hard Work!! Reward?
We, the Virginian, are mighty
proud of the long hard hours that
were put into the publication of
this book. We've tried to capture as
many different aspects of school
life so that many years after you
graduate, you can iooK back on this
book and reccgrize faces of friends
that you may have lost contact
with and then again memories of
that dreaded math class, the empty
mailbox and that memorable party
at Hampden-Sydney.
This year's staff however has
many feelings about this book,
some of which should not be
expressed. Many of our original
staff decided to give way to other
leisure activities that allowed more
time for studies or for parties. But
those of us who met the challenge
presented came through with pages
that we drew up and many that we
took our own pictures for. We can
see our leisure time published into
pages filled with copy writing.
headlines, pictures and captions.
There are many that feel that a
yearbook is a presto job to be
completed in a matter of months.
But the staff that stayed during
the summer once everyone had
packed away their last textbook
were the same ones that enjoyed
the production of their work. But
it is in out hopes that our hard
work and dedication has paid off in
a collection of memories for every
student at Longwood.
Co-editor Kim Lauterbach busy at work.
"Quick!" wails Brenda Coleman, "Help me think of a
cute caption."
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The Virginian's loyal friend and advisor- Mr.
I.B. Dent.
In Memoriam
We the staff of the Virgin-
ian would like to give a belat-
ed thanks to the late Joe
Hamrick. Without his help,
in previous years and much
of this one, the Virginian
would lack much of it's artis-
tic design. He will be missed,
not just as Longwood's repre-
sentative from the Josten's
American Yearbook, Co., but
especially as a friend.
Special Thanks To:
Jean Doss
Josten American Yearbook Co.
Sports Information Director -
Hoke (\irrie
Photographers -
Jul Morton (LC Sports Info.
staff)
Lenox Studios
Jim O'Hara (Farmville Herald)
Melody Crawley
Extra Special Thanks and Love to
Barbara Stonikinis
Photographer Jul Morton .shares a laugh with the late .Joe Hamrick and
Mr. Dent at the yearbook picnic in the fall.
Yearbook co-editor Brenda Ooleman manages a smile
among all the work.
Kim Lauterbach helps sports editor Dan DeVor with a
layout.

SPORTS
Our Special Athletes
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On May 2, 1980 five Longwood students departed
Farniviiie to participate in the Mid-Atlantic Wheelchair
Games held in Fishersville at the Woodrow Wilson
Rehabilitation Center and at James Madison University.
Debra Spencer, whose disability is the result of spinal
meningitis, and William Frazier, whose disability is the
result of an automobile accident, became the first college
team from Virginia to participate in these competitions.
Both athletes had hopes of meeting the qualifying standards
set by the National Wheelchair Athletic Association for
participation in the National Wheelchair Games which were
held in Illinois from May 28 - June 2, 1980. In the Regional
Games, Bill took 1st place, javelin; 2nd place, discuss; 4th
place, 100 meter push; 5th place; 200 meter push; and 5th
place, 800 meter push. Debra finished 2nd in discuss; 1st.
100 meter front freestyle swimming; 1st. 100 meter back
freestyle; 1st, 400 meter distance freestyle; and 2nd, 50 meter
butterfly. Debra qualified for the Nationals and took 1st
place, 50 meter buterfly; 2nd, 100 meter front freestyle; 2nd,
400 meter distance freestyle; and 4th, 100 meter back
freestyle. We are proud of these two athletes.
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Freshman Bill Frazier in the discuss throwing competition.
Representing Longwood are Debra Spencer, team coach Frank Brasile. Bill Frazier, and assis-
tant coaches Kim Caldwell, Debbie Harrison, and Cindy Christensen.
Debra Spencer, a sophunii ^^utic Rec major,
throws the discuss at the Mid-Atlantic Games.
1979-80
Cheerleaders
Carol Robertson
Angel Thacker
Carolyn Sculley
Lisa Swakhammer
Christy Gurley
Dianne Thomas
Lady Golfers: State Champs
Practice on the Longwood Golf Course really
paid off this season as the Lancers became the
1979-80 \"AIAW State Champions. Coached by the
highly recognized Dr. Barbara Smith, an
established player and coach, the team rose to
victory through hard work and dedication.
Newcomers Janet Kelly, Robin Andrews and
Sharon Gilmore displayed their skills as they
contributed their share of Lancer points over the
year. Junior Kay Smith took the Individual State
Championship, while Robin Andrews won the one-
day State Open Championship.
This season's title marks the sixth time that Dr.
Smith has taken a Lancer team to the state
tournament and returned with the championship.
With senior Janet Clements the only player not
returning, next vear's outlook is a bright one.
Individual State Champion. Kay Smith
Beth Waddell hits a shot from out of the woods
Robin Andrews, State Open Winr
Janet Clements
Debra Hood
Beth Waddell
Robin Andrews
Kay Smith
Margaret Anderson
Janet Kelly
Sharon Gilmore
Coach: Dr. Barbara Smith
Juniors Dayton, Davis Blend For L.C. Hockey
"Hockey sticks and hockey shoes.
Let's give our opponents the hockey blues!"
Although this va^ the battle cry of the Lady
Lancers, they ;s:c:a their share of the blues.
This year's '-arsity and junior varsity teams
both put up w=!l-played struggles against some
tough opponents. Highlights of the season
included playing teams from Ohio State, Purdue
University, and Dennison University at an Ohio
State tournament, and the annual Longwood
Invitational Tournament.
Varsity captain Julie Dayton led the Lancer
offense with seven season goals. Goalie Teri
Davis played great defense with an outstanding
158 saves. These performances, along with
consistently good team play, led the Lady
Lancers through a rough, but not totally
unsuccessful season with a 3-11-1 record.
The junior varsity team, led by captain
Debbie Northern, came away with a 4-1-3
record, their only loss being at the hands of
William and Mary. Jeanne Wakelyn led all
scores with six season goals. Lori Garber did a
great job in the cage to a winning season.
(top right) Varsity team members: 1st row - Mary Milne. Wanda Peterson,
Cherie Stevens, Teri Davis, Chris Mayer, Teresa Ware. 2nd row - Debi Kinzel,
Cindy Dropeski. Kim Furbee. .Joan Matson, Kim Garber, Betty Stanley, .Julie
Dayton, (above) Team members enjoy a little refreshment before re-entering
the game, (center right) Joan Matson skillfully stops the ball, (right) Teri
Davis has a moment of thought before the game.
(above) Wanda Peterson gets to the ball before her opponent,
(top right) The team takes a time-out for discussion of some
strategy, (right center) Janet Long faces an opponent, (below
left) Junior Varsity team members: 1st row - Jeannie Wakelyn,
Melinda AUman, Debbie Northern, Betty Jo' Casey, Mary
King, Karen Kilmer, Jackie Steer. 2nd row Kim Fuhr, Lori
Garber, Janet Long, Deborah Cosby, Kathy Devine, Kim Wood
Mary Holup, Barbara Bucker, Doreen Shuffler, (below right)
Coach Harris silently watches the progress of a game.
Mens Basketball Comes Alive At Longwood!!!
The Longwood College basketball season was
delightful for everyone. It was an experience for
the young players, and a memory for the older
players.
The season got off to a good start by captur-
ing the first annual Longwood Classic Invita-
tional. The early part of the season was swee-
tened when the Lancers downed St. Paul Col-
lege in a hard fought battle. The players real-
ized that hard work was necessary to reach the
goal that they had set for themselves; the
NCAA Finals.
Togetherness, both on and off the court, was
a major factor in the teams success. With this
togetherness, the Lancers won twelve straight
games before losing their first and only game of
the regular season to Salem College, 76-75. This
was a tough defeat for the team, but also a
motivating one. The squad was determined not
to lose again.
As the numbers in the win column
continued to grow, the team's concentration
started to slip. Mistakes and mental lapses
were causing some games to be closer than
they should have been. Coach Bash realized
this and took steps, during the games as well
as in practice, to sharpen the squad's play.
The score began to reflect the success of
hisactions. With a crushing victory over the
University of D.C., Longwood finished the
regular season with the best record in
Division III, 25-1.
The Lancers were ready for post season
play, but had to await the phone call that
would give them the opportunity. Finally, the
bid came thru from the NCAA, and the team
was off to Worcester, Mass. for the Northeast
regionals. The hard work and dedication
payed off as the Lancers swept the Regionals
and moved on to the Quarterfinals.
Hampden-Sydney was the sight, as
Longwood played host to Potsdam State.
With the largest home crowd ever behind
them, the Lancers rolled over Potsdam, 78-
61, earning a berth in the NCAA Division III
Semifinals.
Against defending champ North Park, the
Lancers were a decided underdog. It went
down to the wire, but it was not to be, as the
team fell, 57-55. A couple questionable calls
at the end, both going against Longwood,
marred a well played and exciting game.
North Park went on to take the
championship.
The loss to North Park took something out
of the squad, and they were unable to get up
for the consolation game with Wittenberg
College. In overtime, the Lancers again fell,
48-47.
A very successful season had come to a
close. It ended on something of a down note,
but the goal that the team had set for itself
at the beginning of the season was met.
When the Lancers first arrived at the
Championship Tournament, everyone had
asked, "What's a Longwood?" When they
left, everyone knew exactly what Longwood
was; one hech of a good basketball game.
NCAA
1979-80 Mens Basketball Team: Ken Ford, Joe Remar, Shack Leonard, Ron Orr, Randy Johnson, Thomas Alston, Mike
Wills, Larry Meyer, Kevin Newton, Darrell Jenkins, Jim Sixsmith, Joe Goydish, Orlando Turner, Bryon Bracey.
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Ford, Leonard, Remar
Three Reasons
Lancer Fans Were
Treated To A 28-3
Record.
Newly chosen All-American Ken Ford, a native of North Carolina, proved himself
a superior player offensively and defensively as well.
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Super-quick and super-assertive playmaker
shack Leonard led Lancer offense with
amazingly accurate passes and exceptional
speed on the fast break.
Joe Remar, one of Longwoods most
aggresive atheltes, provided the finishing
touch in the Lancer trio. He displayed
outstanding accuracy from the floor as he
finished second behind Ken Ford in points
scored.
Rebuilding Year For Lady Cagers
Ending with a 5-3 conference record, 10-17 overall,
the 1979-80 ssason proved to be a rebuilding year for
the ladies, ar.d a learning experience for both players
and coaches alike.
New assistant coach Jane Miller, as well as several
freshman had the task of getting to know each other
personally, as well as becoming familiar with each
others playing styles.
A highlight of the season was the road trip to
Florida during Christmas break. This trip proved to
be a rather refreshing experience for all concerned.
Between games, the Lancer squad journeyed to
Disney World, Sea World, and enjoyed several
"scenic spots" along the way.
Maryjane Smith had an excellent year; ranked
among VAIAW Division II leaders in scoring, field
goal percentage and free throw percentage. Co-
Captain Brenda Fettrow was invited to Colorado to
compete for a spot on the U.S. Olympic team.
Freshman Deb Taylor handles the ball against Virginia Tech.
Senior point guard Lori Grimm, a Northern Virginia
native lets loose a shot against Liberty Baptist.
No. Name Pes.
21 Cindy Eckel F
12 Theresa Ferrante F
23 Brenda Fettrow G
44 Amy Gates P
31 Robyn Goff G
24 Lori Grimm G
11 Kitty Hughes F
32 Robin Hungate F
25 Patty Lia F
14 Connie Murray G
45 Sue Naughton P
30 Linda Pullen F
34 Chris Romeo G
43 Karen Savarese P
35 Maryjane Smith F
22 DebTaylor G
Head Coach: Carolyn Hodges
Asst. Coach: Jane Miller
Managers : Sandi Cram
Beverly Harris
Trainers: Winona Bayne
Robin Rower
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High scorer Maryjane Smith, a native of Appomattox,
Virginia, ended her 4 years of Lancer Basketball a leader in
the VAIAW Division II rankings. In addition, she broke a
personnel scoring mark of 1000 career points while at
Longwood.
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Putting For The Fun Of It
Following a strong finish in the 1979 season, hopes
were high for the 1980 year. Unfortunately, things did
not go as anticipated, as the team recorded a
disappointing 4-10 record. Individually, Tim White
enjoyed a fine season finishing second in the college
division of the VSIG Tournament and qualified for the
NCAA Division III Nationals.
' V
Tim White tees off. (right)
Tim watches as Robert puts it in the cup. (left)
The follow through of Robert Boyd (below)
Tim White David Yerkes
Robert Boyd Scott Taylor
Charles Lineberry Chris Herring
Lloyd Edwards Kimball Critzen
Paul Parker Rob Lane
Coach: D. Williamson Malcolm Main
Lancer Netters Take Fourth In State Tourney
The Lady Lancers vollej'ball team finished the 1979-
80 season with a 5-0 conference record and a 15-9 state
record. Closing with a fourth place win the the VAIAW
State Tournament, Lancer co-captains Meg Cook and
Cindy Thomas were named as All- Tournament
players. Under the direction of Coach Carolyn Callaway
and ]ed by seniors Cook, Thomas and Rhonda Woody,
the Lady Lancers entertained an often filled Her
Gymnasium with their speed and aggressiveness while
competing against some of Virginia's best volleyball
teams. With this year's addition of several freshmen
and transfers, Lancer fans can look forward to a more
experienced team in the fall of 1980.
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Going in for the save!
The Lady Lancer volleyball team of 1979-80 included: (kneeling) - Senior captains Meg
Cook and Cindy Thomas: (1st row) - Lynne Stitt, Elaine Olay, Kathy Gunner, Sherry
Will, Connie Murray, Julie Petefish. (2nd row) - Manager Lynne Johnson, Rhonda
Woody, Fran Osmer, Madeline Moose, Robin Hungate, manager Vicky Nesbit, and Coach
Carolyn Callaway.
Elaine Olay keeps the play alive.
Sophomore Connie Murray sets the ball for a score.
Robin Hungate has a difficult time getting the ball back on the
opponent's side.
Tennis Team Looks To Future
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It was a young Lancer squad that took to the
courts this past season. With 3 freshman and 3
sophomores, coach Phyllis Harriss was faced
with the task of building skills and developing
the inner drive required for college tennis.
Overall, thg team showed a light
improvement finishing 8-6 over the regular
season and seventh in the VITTW tournament,
Doris Keys was the consolation winner at No. 3.
The outlook for next season is good. The
experience gained over the course of this year
should have formed a strong base to build upon.
Nancy Leidenheimer
Christie Lewis
Doris Keys
Kim Deihl
Stephanie Ibanex
Margie Quarles
Amy Wilson
Connie Scouris
Dawn Sealey
Coach: Phylhs Harriss
Pillow And Lancer Gymnastics Squad Receive
Honors
Karen Mazzonna Robbie Hanger
Sheila Gould Sharon Pillow
Margie Fanton Donna Barger
Jean Powers Coach: Ruth Budd
Margi Janger Managers:
Kathy Idelson Faith Brewer
Barbara Jolly Patti Twyman
When the season ended, Coach Ruth Budd
could look back and smile. It was an
outstanding year for the gymnastics team, a
year of major accomplishments. Led by
freshman Sharon Pillow and returning All
American Kathy Idelson, the 1978-79 season
saw the ladies double their team average,
smash numerous school records, and defeat
James Madsison for the first time in the
school's history.
In her first year, Sharon Pillow shattered
numerous individual school records. The
Richmond native became the first Lancer
gymnast to win the all-around competition in
both state and regional meets. At the AIAW
Division II National Championships, Sharon
finished 12th in both the all-around and
vaulting competetion, while team mate Kathy
Idelson finished 22nd in the all-around.
As a team, the Lancers finished second in
both the VAIAW State Meet and Division II
Regionals, The state meet saw Sharon win
the vault and uneven bars in addition to the
all-around setting a state record in the vault.
Coach Budd can only be optimistic about
the coming year. With the entire squad
returning, the addition of several promising
newcomers and the improved facilities offered
by the new gym, the prospects are nothing
but bright.
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aTea For Two" Comes To Longwood
Kathy Chase on her mount.
The Longwood Riding Team had a very eventful
season. Tea for Two, a lovely thoroughbred, was
donated to the college for the use of the team, and
on March 20th, Longwood co-hosted their first
Intercollegiate Horse Show with Mary Washington
College.
Over the course of the season, the team won
over 60 ribbons and had one rider, Shannon
Chambers, qualify for Player of the Week.
Longwood sent four riders to the VAIAW State
Riding Championships at Sweet Briar College.
Kathy Chase was in the top 25 in both the Cross-
country and Stadium Jumping events. In the
Dressage event, Kathy Redmon finished in the top
25 competitors.
In addition, Kathy Redmon and Erika Cristea
qualified for the Region IV Intercollegiate Horse
Show held at Southern Seminary. Erika took 4th
place in both the Walk-trot-canter semi-finals and
finals.
Kathy Redmon
Kathy Chase
Shannon Chambers
Robyn Walker
Janet Young
Erika Cristea
Karla Weber
M&ry Ball
Coach: Mary Whitlock
Averett K. Redmon 4th Novice on the flat
K. Chase 4th
S. Chambers 5th
M. Ball 6th Advanced walk-trot-cant«r
L. Fields 1st
J. Young 4th Beginner walk-trot-canter
RMWC - K. Redmon 5th Novice on the flat
Lynchburg 5th Novice over fences
Chambers 3rd Novice on the flat
K. Chase 6th Novice over fences
E. Cristea 1st Advanced walk-trot-canter
K. Weber 6th
J. Young 5th Beginner walk-trot-canter
Hollins K. Redmon 5th Novice on the flat
5th Novice over fences
K. Chase 4th Novice on the flat
4th Novice over fences
S. Chambers 5th Novice on the flat
5th Novice over fences
R. Walker 5th Novice on the flat
6th Novice over fences
E. Cristea 2nd Advanced walk-trot-canter
M. Ball 6th
K. Weber 3rd " " " "
J. Young 4th Beginner walk-trot-canter
JMU and S. Chambers 1st Novice on the flat
MB 6th Novice over fences
K. Redmon 5th Novice on the flat
3rd Novice over fences
K. Chase 4th Novice on the flat
R. Walker 3rd
L. Fields 6th Advanced walk-trot-canter
SB and K. Redmon 5th Novice on the flat
H-S 5th Novice over fences
S. Chambers 6th Novice on the flat
5th Novice over fences
K. Chase 3rd Novice over fences
E. Cristea 3rd Advanced walk-trot- canter
M. Ball 6th
J. Young 2nd Beginner walk-trot-canter
VIRGINIA S. Chambers 1st Novice over fences
R. Walker 6th
J. Young 5th Advanced walk- trot-canter
LC-MW K. Redmon 1st Novice on the flat
3rd Novice over fences
R. Walker 2nd Novice on the flat
5th Novice over fences
K. Chase 6th
M. Ball 2nd Advanced walk-trot-canter
E. Cristea 4th
J. Young 5th " " " "
Southern K. Chase 2nd Novice on the flat
Seminary M. Ball 1st Advanced walk-trot-canter
K. Weber 2nd
J. Young 5th " " " "
Va. K. Chase 3rd Novice on the flat
Interment 6th Novice over fences
S. Chambers 3rd Novice on the flat
J. Young 6th Advances walk-trot-canter
E. Cristea 2nd
Longwood Wrestling Looks For Experience
Next Season
Bobby Hulsey *
Aubrey Hoffman
Mike Quick
Terry Howell
Roy Carswell
Bill Clink
Steve Shennett
Ed Russell
Tom Boiling
Bob Carlin
Mark Segal
Tim Meyers
Chuck Meeks
Gary Ferris *
Ken Gebbie
Kurt Coffield (not pictured)
Coach: Nelson Neal
* captains
In only their second year of
competition, the Longwood grapplers
suffered through a dismal 1-11 season.
As was the case in their first season,
inexperience was the key factor.
Individually, in the Washington and
Lee Invitational Tournament, Steve
Shennett finished third in the 150 lb.
weight class and Mark Segal finished
fourth at 126 lbs.
It's hoped that next years squad,
with two full seasons under their
belts, will enjoy greater success.
Outfielder Eddie Burnett avoids being
tagged out at home plate against Eastern
Mennonite.
So
Tri-Captain Barry Gordon moves to trap a "hoakie"
trying to steal third.
vn
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Under second year coach Buddy
Bolding, the 1980 Lancers enjoyed
their most successful season yet,
finishing with 19 wins against 11
losses. Highlighted by wins over
Division I opponents Virginia and
VMI, and a sweep of the season
series with arch-rival Hampden-
Sydney, the season also featured
many outstanding individual
performances.
Doug Toombs lead the NCAA
Division III stats with an amazing
.565 batting average and had a
team high 52 hits and 33 RBI's.
John Crosby hit a fine .375 and
lead the nation in stolen bases with
62 thefts in 67 attempts. At the
plate, Jim Thacker, Denny Ulrey
and Price Seville enjoyed excellent
seasons with Bruce Morgan
contributing 23 steals on the base
paths.
Solid performances by David
Mitchell (5-1) and Mickey Roberts
(5-1, 3.08 ERA) anchored an
improved pitching staff. Roberts
recorded Longwood's first no-hitter
against Houghton. Good efforts
were also contributed by Billy
Wells and newcomer Richard
Vaught (55 strike-outs).
With a solid returning nucleus to
build upon, instilled with the spirit
of "Lancermania," the 1981
Lancers look forward to an even
better season.
NO. NAME POS.
18 Price Beville ss
21 Mike Boychuck p
5 Eddie Burnette LF
7 Larry Cromer IB
3 John Crosby* CF
9 Dan DeVor IB
14 Barry Gordon* C
20 Charles Hagar P
24 Charles Harper P
12 Mike Henry P
2 Tim Kendrick C
19 Tim Lowery SB
1 David Mitchell P
8 Bruce Morgan LF
11 Kenny Reynolds OF
23 Mickey Roberts P
10 David Rumburg 2B
4 Jim Thacker RF
15 Doug Toombs DH
17 Denny Ulrey* 3B
22 Richard Vaught P
25 Bill Wells
*Tri-Captains
P
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Doug Toombs scores on a close play at the
plate.
Steady David Rumburg lets loose a throw to
first.
J'
Womens Lacrosse Takes 5th In State . . .
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The members of the 1980 1st team were (left to
right) Coach Jane Miller, Chris Mayer, Suzanne Ash,
Kim Kuhr, Debbie Cosby, Karen Kilmer, (seated) Jo
Ann Jacobs, Denise Snader, Debbie Northern, Kim
Wood, Sherry Will, (Mgr.) Mary Slade. (front row)
Mary Milne, Sharon Payne, Terri Davis, Julie
Dayton, Cindy Dropeski, Kim Garber.
Longwood's Lacrosse teams were coached by
newcomer, Mrs. Jane Miller, a native of Boston,
Massachussetts. Miller has experience as a U.S. team
Lacrosse player and as a . She also is assistant
womens basketball coach to the Lady Lancers. Coach
Miller was very pleased with the extremely
repectable record the first team recieved. Taking
fifth in states after losing to Bridgewater and coming
back to beat Randolph Macon Womens College and
playing an excellent game against University of
Richmond. Longwood was represented a well as a
Division II school. Placed as the state selecting team
were: Julie Dayton, Terri Davis, Kim Garber, Cindy
Dropeski, Debbie Crosby, and Denise Snader. Coach
Miller has hopes of a stronger more experienced
team next season. Terri Davis and Julie Dayton were
team captains.
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Place 6 Members On State Selection Team!!
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Lancer 2nd team consisted of (left to right) Coach
Jane Miller, Joyce Ray, Karen Kilmer, Debbie
Northern, Jo Ann Jacobs, Sharon Payne, Janice (J.
Jay) Johnson, (seated) Laurie Garber, Barb Greer,
Lydia Rice, Robbie Hangar, Barbara Casey, and
Mary Slade. (front row) Susan Towler, Kay Schmidt,
Mindy Allman, May King, Pamela Putney and
Jeanne Wakelyn.
Lancer 2nd team had a very nice record of 5-1 in
their conference. Consisting mostly of beginners,
most of the season was spent on pushing newly
learned basics. Coach Miller praised 2nd team and
stated that she was pleased with this seasons
progress. Throughout the Lancer season, Lancer
Lacrosse teams would end their huddle with a shout
of "It's Miller time." This not-so-original cheer
brought looks of inquiry from visiting teams as well
as cheers from Lancer fans. Longwood's next
Lacrosse season will have some changes in
competetion with the trend towards schools closer to
our division. Lancer first and second teams are
looking forward to a great season in "8L It will be
then be "Miller Time" all over again.
I
Nobody knew what to expect from the
Longwood College Soccer team this year. Head
Coach, Rick Pasipanko was in his first year of
coaching the Lancers, and had to overcome a 0-14
season the previous year.
After facing nationally-ranked Averett College
in their season opener, the hooters won their first
game in years by defeating Christopher Newport
College 2-1.
The Lancers major problem this year was their
inexperience. "It's not easy to put a team together
in the amount of time we had. We had some fair
talent, but when you play 8-9 freshman you are
going to be inconsistent and make mistakes.
However, the improvement we made as far as a
l8?.m from the start of the season was just
treiT.endous!" said Pasipanko.
The 4-10-1 record by the Lancers is very
misleading at first glance. Taking, into
consideraiion their tough schedule of many
Division I, II and NAIA schools, the team lost six
games by one goal. In many ways the season can
be summed up as a "close but no cigar" affair.
The Lancers also encountered strong
competetion from nationally ranked Randolph-
Macon College and Averett College, in addition to
NAIA power Atlantic Christian College. During
this time the team and the entire college
community suffered a major setback with the
death of teammate Steve Nelson.
Longwood did not lack "stars." Selected to play
in the Virginia All-Star Games were Joe Parker,
and Gustavo Leal. In addition, Parker became the
first player in Longwood history to make the All-
Virginia Association Team.
Although this year's team recorded the most
wins ever, Coach Pasipanko says, "you ain't seen
nothing yet." With all key players returning, and
a full year of recruiting, the Longwood Lancers
should have a proud program in future years.
Booters Feature Newcomers
1979-80 Lancer Soccer Team - front row: Mike Lewis, Harry Runkle, Gustavo Leal, Dave Yerkes (captain),
Joe Parker, James Hamlin, John Faddis, Frank Creasy, Ken Gebbie, Mario Leal, back row: Roy Adkins,
Steve Nelson, Brian Cochran, Mike McGreehan, John Lowe, Frank Heimorth, Jerry Gilleland, Todd
Stebbing, Mike Kerrigan, Paul Robertson, Robert Fisher, Robert Welsh, Rich Posipanko. Not pictured:
Sherif Beshai and Dave McMaster.
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Men's Sports: 1979-80 Results
--iO-1
LC Opponent
Averett 6
2 Christopher-Newport 1
1 Roanoke 2
1 Radford
Randolph-Macon 7
5 Greensboro 2
Virginia Wesleyan 2
Atlantic Christian 6
1 NC Wesleyan 1
UNC-Greensboro 1
1 Virginia Commonwealth
1 George Mason 2
Mary Washington 1
1 Richmond 4
Hampden-Sydney 1
Wrestling: 1-11
LC Opponent
Richmond 56
3 Lynchburg 50
6 Washington and Lee 49
3 Hampden-Sydney 49
30 Virginia Union 27
6 Elon 53
18 Newport News 39
3 Montgomery 51
Chowan 51
19 Hampden-Sydney 35
6 Richmond 49
Lynchburg 60
Washington and Lee Invitational: 7th place
>
Golf: 4-10
LC Opponent
316 Averett 352
422 Randolph-Macon 417
Mary Washington 496
414 Washington and Lee 394
VMI 399
315 Hampden-Sydney 299
Averett 354
310 Mary Washington 419
349 Roanoke 310
398 Washington and Lee 369
Lynchburg 377
Hampden-Sydney 387
Ferrum 393
Randolph-Macon 395
William & Mary Kingsmill Spring Tournament:
Longwood 15th
VSIG Tournament: Longwood 4th in College Div.
11th overall
Baseball: 19-11
LC Opponent
Richmond 10
Richmond 15
11
10
Hampden-Sydney
Washington and Lee
5
3
8
6
1: 8
5
King
King
Virginia
NC Methodist
9
3
10
14
8 Eastern Mennonite 1
4 Eastern Mennonite 2
4 Norfolk State 7
9 Norfolk State 2
4 Duke 5
15
3
13
12
Houghton
Lynchburg
Virginia
Bristol
4
12
1
18 Bristol 8
3
26
11
12
Lynchburg
St. Mary's
St. Mary's
Gallaudet
4
6
1
6
15 Gallaudet 2
17
7
Hampden-Sydney
Bowie State
10
1 Bowie State 2
17 St. Pauls 1
7 St. Pauls 1
7 St. Pauls
7 VMI 9
10 VMI 4
Basketball: 28-3
LC Opponent
107 Gallaudet 70 (1)
61 Stoney Brook 53(1)
82 Shenandoah 61
88 Mary Washington 74
91 St. Paul's 85
60 Emory and Henry 57
90 Bridgewater 68
121 Southeastern (FL) 84
81 Webber (FL) 67
74 Mary Washington 53
51 Bowie State 33
60 Greensboro 45
75 Salem (WV) 76
58 Averett 53
75 Suny-Maritime 62 (2)
71 Manhattanville 54 (2)
76 St. Mary's 71
69 Bridgewater 51
118 Southeastern (DC) 85
72 John Jay 49
96 Queens 83
57 Southeastern (DC) 54
97 Shenandoah 73
33 Greensboro 30
85 Emory and Henry 67
95 University of DC 66
(1) Longwood Invitational Classic
(2) Manhattanville Alumni Tournament
NCAA Division III Playoffs
73
70
78
55
47
Framingham State
Clark University
Potsdam State
North Park
Wittenberg
63
60 (NE Regionals)
61 (NE Quarterfinals)
57 (Semifinals)
48 (Consolation)
Women's Sports: 1979-80 Results
Golf
Tournament Results
Longwood Invitational 3rd
Appalaciiian State Invitational 10th
James Madison Quadrangular 3rd
Mary Baldwin Invitational 1st
Duke University Invitational 7th
VAIAW State Championship 1st
Lady Tar Heel Invitational 18th
Duke Spring Invitational 10th
William and Mary Invitational 1st
Sweet Briar Invitational 2nd
Lady Kat Invitational 12th
Marchall Invitational 8th
Field Hockey: 3-11-3
LC Opponent
Lynchburg
2 Virginia 4
2 Appalachiam State 1(1)
1 Maryland 2 (1)
1 Richmond 1
1 William and Mary 8
Ohio State 5
Purdue 2
1 Old Dominion 2
2 Bridgewater
2 Duke 3
1 Virginia Tech 2
1 James Madison 2
2 Virginia Commonwealth
Mary Washington
Virginia Tech 2 (2)
Old Dominion 1 (2)
(1) Longwood Invitational
(2) VAIAW State Division I Tournament
Gymnastics: 8-1
LC Opponent
123.20 Western Carolina 101.90
117.00 Duke 125.90
Furman 96.80
126.00 Maryland Baltimore
Co.
" 109.35
117.15 East Carolina 114.7
Western Carolina 99.20
124.60 James Madison 114.70
128,0.""> Virginia Tech 108.90
122.85 Radford 118.25
Georgia College Invitation: Longwood Second
113.80
VAIAW Su ;,e r: Longwood Second 126.00
AIAW Div. : - Regional: Longwood Second
126.85
Lacrosse: 6-9
LC Opponent
3 William and Mary 24
2 Mary Washington 11
14 Randolph Macon
Women's College 5
3 Virginia 11
10 Hollins 21
10 Richmond 11
11 Roanoke 6
8 Bridgewater 7
8 Lynchburg 6
5 James Madison 11
5 Bridgewater 10(1)
13 Randolph Macon
Women's College 4(1)
10 Richmond 5(1)
11 Loyola Baltimore 15(2)
7 Hollins 9 (2)
(1) VSWLA State Tournament
(2) USWLA Div. II Championship
*
Volleyball: 16-19
Basketball: 11-19
LC Opponent
76 Christopher-Newport
38 Virginia
68 Hampton Institute
69 Norfolk State
55 William and Mary
64 Charleston (WV)
85 UNC-Greensboro
57 Bethune-Cookman
57 Central Florida
74 Eckerd
68 Davis and Elkins
55 Bridgewater
55 James Madison
61 Liberty Baptist
59 Radford
87 Richmond
55 Virginia Commonwealth
56 Virginia State
48 inthrop
72 'Appalachian State
57 *USC-Spartanburg
82 George Mason
58 Virginia Tech
79 St. Mary's
79 Liberty Baptist
44 University of D.C.
54 Catholic
53 **Hampton Institute
55 "Radford
49 »*William and Mary
*Winthrop Invitational Tournament
**VAIAW Div. II Tournament (4th place)
58
69
52
65
68
72
68
66
71
47
69
59
68
63
81
57
73
54
53
77
68
59
75
56
63
66
70
51
LC
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
1
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
Opponent
RM Women's College
Liberty Baptist
Catonsville CC
Hood CC
Gallaudet
William and Mary
Bridgewater
Hampton Institute
Ferrum
Radford
Maryville
Jamea Madison JV
Hollins
East Carolina
NC Central
Winthrop
Kentucky State
Wake Forest
Hampton Institute
William and Mary
Christopher Newport
Louisburg
Eastern Mennonite
Virginia
Lynchburg
Roanoke
Mary Washington
Louisburg
UNC-Greensboro
Hollins
Eastern Mennonite
Roanoke
Lynchburg
Mary Washington
Emory and Henry
Scores denotes games won
1
2
2(1)
0(1)
2(1)
2(1)
1
2(2)
2(2)
2
2(3)
2(3)
2(3)
2(3)
2(3)
2
2
1
2
1
2
2
0(4)
1 (4)
0(4)
1 (4)
2(4)
2(4)
(1) George Mason Invitational
(2) Emory and Henry Invitational
(3) East Carolina Invitational
(4) VAIAW Division III State Tournament
Tennis: 8-6
LC
7
9
9
2
7
6
2
5
3
2
9
2
9
3
Opponent
Lynchburg
Averett
Southern Seminary
James Madison
Hollins
RM Woman's College
Virginia Commonwealth
Christopher Newport
Sweet Briar
Lynchburg
Roanoke
Virginia Commonwealth
Hollins
Emory and Henry
Riding
Site
Averett
RMWC-Lynchburg
Hollins
JMU and Mary Baldwin
Sweet Briar and H-S
Virginia
LC-Mary Washington
Southern Seminary
Va. Intermont
VAIAW State Championship
Region IV Intercollegiate
Awards
6 place ribbons
7 place ribbons
12 place ribbons
7 place ribbons
8 place ribbons
3 place ribbons
8 place ribbons
4 place ribbons
5 place ribbons
VITTW Division III State Tournament: 7th
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The Three Muskateers? (1. to r.: Jill Eacho, Donna Haskey,
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Kay Ackerman Jody Susan Adams
Health and Physical
Education
Pamela Adams
Therapeutic
Recreation
Virginia Watkins
Andrews
Delta Psi Kappa (Phys. Ed.
honorary); Treas., Freshman and
Sophomore classes; Kappa Delta
sorority (ass't. treas. and vice
pres.); hall pres, - Residence
Board; Fresh. Prod.; HO Club.
(minor: Psychology) Delta Psi
Kappa; Therapeutic Recreation
Organization.
Angle Anthony Barbara Armstrong Deena Arrington Carol Ann Atkinson
J l-'^n-
Loretta Marie Austin Judy Arlene Ayscue
English Math
Student Ass't.; Sec, Afro- Orientation Leader; Pi Mu
American Student Alliance; Epsilon; Lychnos Society;
English Club Oktoberfest set committee;
OKtoberfest skit; S.E.A.; S-UN.
Linda Badgett
Therapeutic
Recreation
Therapeutic Recreation Org.;
Longwood College Fencing Team
(1978).
Barbara Ann Baker
English
Pi Mu Epsilon honorary
fraternity; English Club;
Rotunda staff.
Kathryn Anita
Barfield
Spanish Education
Foreign Language Club; Latin
American Anthropology Group.
Su^an Marie Barnes
Elementary Education
(B.S.)
Newman Club; S.E.A.
Wendy Jo Barrett
Business Education
Pi Omega Pi, pres.; Phi Beta
Lambda.
Janet Carol Bates
Social Work (B.S.W.)
B.S.U. 3 yrs., pres. 4th yr.; Geist;
Tafara 3 yrs., pres.; Judicial
Board rep., Jr. and Sr. yrs.; Head
Colleague; Mittenmeister; vice
pres. of Freshman class; Fresh.
Prod.; Fresh. Commission; B.S.U.
Summer Missionary 2 yrs.; Fed.
of Student Social Workers.
1 V
Jeannine L. Beddow
Business Education
Laura J. Bell Molly Bell George Bennett
Janice Carol Bennett
Business
Administration
Alpha Delta Pi sorority, pres.; Pi
Kappa Phi honorary; Alpha
Lambda Delta honorary; Phi
Beta Lambda; Student Alumni
Ass'n.; Colleague.
Wanda Gail Blount
Business Education
Alpha Delta Pi sorority-vice
pres., membership chairman; Phi
Beta Lambda, sec,; Fresh. Prod.;
Colleague; Student Ass't.;
Orientation Leader; Rotunda.
James Bryant Bourne
Business
Administration
Treas., S-UN.; treas., Alpha Psi
Omega; pres., Longwood Players;
treas., Longwood Players; CHI
commendation; Best
Undergraduate Actor award; 1976
Oktoberfest skit; Dean's list. Pamela Jo Bowden
m^M 'I
Elizabeth Ann
Bowman
Elementary Education
Fresh, and Soph, publicity
chairman; S-UN.; Concert Choir;
Oktoberfest activities;
Res. Board investigator;
Colleague; Student Ass't.;
Orientation Leader; student ass't.
in the library; Sr. class pres.;
Who's Who in American Colleges
and Universities; Sophomore
Roadshow; Leg. Board;
chairperson, Orientation skit.
Martha Roberts Boyd
Elementary Education
Kappa Delta Pi
Cheryl Jo Boys
Home
Economics - Textiles &
Clothing
Kappa Omicron Phi (Home Ee.
honorary); K.O.P. treas. and
pledge trainer; member, home
Ec. Ass'n. of Longwood College,
3 Yrs.
Charlene Skelton
Breedlove
Elementary Education
K-3
Janice Brill
Charlotte Paige
Brinkley
Art Education - B.S.
Kappa Delta sorority; editor,
historian. Gyre; ass't. art editor,
"Arts Up Front". Loretta A. Brinkley
Geneva Marie Brock
Elementary Education
Student Ass't.; Orientation
Leader; member. Student Alumni
Ass'n.; Member, Afro-American
Student Alliance.
Alda Virginia Brown
Health and Physical
Education
Sigma Kappa; Delta Psi Kappa;
Kappa Delta Pi; Phi Kappa Phi;
V.-Pres., I, A. A.; Archery Team;
Fencing Team; S.A.A,; Residence
Board; Dorm Pres.; Gyre staff,
business manager; Nat'l. Dean's
list.
Rhonda LeMae Brown
Elementary Education
Alpha Gamma Delta sorority; Sr.
class Sec; Alumni Sec;
Oktoberfest skits; Lacrosse
manager; Fresh. Comra.; Fresh.
Prod.; Fresh, class Sec;
Panhellenic Council; Orientation
Leader; Student Ass't.; class
color skits.
Jenny Bruno James Lewis Bryant,
Jr.
History
Member, Longwood Soccer Club
1976-77.
Suzanne Bryant Tracy Bubier Kitty Sue Bull Margaret M. Bunting
•.A ^V\•\
Carol Butler Beth Anne Caccivio Kathleen Caiazzo Dawn Carol Cajigas
Elementary Education
Student Education Association.
Barbara Califf Cynthia Anne Carneal Susan Carpenter Sylvia Carson
k.^. ^''. WW \\\
'; ' U.
Robin Ann Carter
Elementary Education
Colleague, Kappa Delta Pi.
Patricia Sue Catogni
Business
Administration
Student Alumni Ass'n., Sr.
representative; Phi Beta Lambda.
Robin Childress Charlene Juanita
Christian
Social Work
Federation of Student Social
Workers: A.A.S.A.,
parliamentarian, 1978-79.
Alica Leigh Clay
Elementary Education
and English
Geist, sec; Phi Kappa Phi;
Keppa Delta Pi, historian;
Lambda Iota Tau; Alpha
Lambda Delta, pres.; Zeta Tau
Alpha, sec; Jud. Board; Tafara,
music director; Oktoberfest
chairman; Oktoberfest skits;
Who's Who.
Ellen Revere Cline
Business
Administration
Colleague; Phi Beta Lambda. Beverly Coates Thomas Cole, III
Debbie Coleman Susan Parker Collins
Business Education
Phi Beta Lambda, v-pres.;
Student Alumni Ass'n.; Wesley
Ass'n.; Chairman of Oktoberfest
booth, 1978 and 1979;
Oktoberfest skit 1979,
Elizabeth Connally Betsy Young Cooper
Elementary Education
(k-3)
S.E.A.; Kappa Delta Pi;
Longwood Scholar, 1977-79;
Wesley Foundation; Colleague;
Alpha Lambda Delta.
Donna Lynn Cox
Office Administration
Cathy Cooper Nancy J. Cosier
Phi Beta Lambda; Concert
Choir. Carolyn Craft
Katherine E. Cramer Susan Crawford Kimball Scott Critzer
Business
Administration
Sarah D. Cundiff
Elementary Education
(K-3)
S.E.A., 1979-80; S.E.A.
Oktoberfest booth 1979. Kathy Dalton
Sarah Pleasants
Daniel
Elementary Education
{K-3)
Zeta Tau Alpha, Ritual
chairman.
David Michael Daussin
Business
Administration
Phi Beta Lambda, v-pres. pg 168
Susan Annette
Davidson
Elementary Education
(K-3)
(Library Science
Certification)
Alpha Lambda Delta; Phi Kappa
Phi; Wesoey Foundation Sunday
School Chairman, deputations
chairman, v-pres.
Nancy Davis
Elementary Education
S.E.A., 1978-79; Oktoberfest
S.E.A. booth 1978.
Elaine Marie Dempsey
Therapeutic
Recreation
Alpha Gamma Delta; Delta Psi
Kappa; V.R.P.S. chairperson of
student section; Inter-Religious
Council, pres, 1977; Student
Union; Colleague; Student Ass't.;
Oktoberfest Usher 1978; Song
Contest co-chairman;
Therapeutic Recreation Org.
Marg Diller
Pearl Ellen Dodson
Elementary Education
(K-3)
S.E.A.
Patricia Ann Donovan
Therapeutic
Recreation
Oktoberfest skits 1976; Dining
Hall, 3 yrs.; Dean's List.
Charlotte Darlene
Douglas
Health and Physical
Education
Delta Psi Kappa, historian;
Intramurals (volleyball, track &
field, and basketball); J.V.
basketball, fresh, and soph. yrs. Donna Dowdy
Mary K. Dunavant Jill T. Eacho
Elementary Education
(4-7)
Inter, sports, Fresh. - Jr.;
Colleague; Orientation Leader;
Student Ass't.; Oktoberfest booth
co-chairman, Jr. yr.; Oktoberfest
dance co-chairman, Jr. yr.; S-
UN; Sr. Class funds co-chairman;
Oktoberfest skit, soph, yr.;
publicity chairman, Jr. class;
Jud. Board investigator, Jr. yr.;
Soph. Roadshow: Soph. Auction;
Orientation Skit - Joan of Arc.
Jacquelin Poore
Easter
Home Economics
Education
Dawn Lynn Eibel
Elementary Education
Gamma Delta Iota; Intramurals;
Senior Assembly co-chairman.
Susan Kay Evenden
Psychology
Psychology Club, pres. 1978-79;
Concert Choir 1979-80; Hall
Pres. 1976-77.
Cindy Feazell
Business Education
Alpha Garama Delta; Phi Beta
Lambda; BSU; Student Alumni
Ass'n.; Student Ass't.;
Oktoberfest skits; Fresh. Prod.
Lori Jayne Fehrenbach
Therapeutic
Recreation
Alpha Delta Pi, pres.; Delta Psi
Kappa; S.A.A., sec; Colleague;
Champus Tour Guide; Dean's
List; Student Ass't.; Oktoberfest
Skit. Bryan Keith Fischer
Barbara Fitzgerald Robert Bruce Fix
History
Julie Flint Lisa Florence
Patricia Floyd
Debbie Fore
Physical Education
I.A. A., pres., treas.; chairman,
Soph. Roadshow; Alpha Gamma
Delta; chairman Student Faculty
HPER; in charge of color rush, 3
yrs.; Orientation Leader, 2 yrs.;
Lacrosse Team 2 yrs.; Fresh,
Prod.; Oktoberfest skits, 4 yrs.;
Ring committee. Sheree Foster Howard Lee Fox
Karey Frichtenicht Deborah Eileen Fulton
Elementary Education
(K-3)
Zeta Tavi Alpha; Education
Kim Furbee Mark Field Gagnon
Economics and
Accounting
chairman.
Helen Roberta Garrett
Chairman of Longwood College
Economic Impact Study;
Resident Ass't,; Phi Beta
Lambda; Phi Beta Lambda Guest
Speaker chairman; Sr. class
Dining Hall Rep,; Wrestling
Team 1977-78,
Teresa Marie Garmer
Therapeutic
Recreation
Delta Zeta, first v-pres.; Delta
Psi Kappa, Ree. Sec; H Club. Brenda D. Garrett
Home Economics
Education
Colleague; Kappa Omicron Phi;
Va. Home Ec. Ass'n.; student
member section; American Home
Ec, Ass'n, Susan Gaspar
David Gates Debbie Gathright Jerri Kae Glasscock
Elementary Education
Sigma Kappa, v-pres. of Pledge
Ed.
Theresa Godby
Anne Elizabeth Good
Elementary Education
(4-7)
Colleague; Student Ass't.; S.E.A. Deborah L. Gordon
Brenda Sue Gosnell
Elementary Education
(K-3)
Student Ass't.; M.S. Marathon,
Finance Committee.
Mary Jane Grant
Home Economics:
Fashion
Merchandising
Colleague; Home Ec. Club;
Rotunda staff.
Marcia Gray Jeri Lynn Griffin Lori Grimm
Elementary Education
(4-7)
S.E.A., historian.
Ellen Susan Halle
Biology
Kappa Delta; Riding Team.
Joni Hall David C. Hamilton, Jr. Virginia Hamilton Sue Hammock
Therese Hardin Sandi-Lou Harmonq Kathy Louise Harris Sharon Lynne Harris
Elementary Education Home Economics - Elementary Education Elementary Education
(K-3) Foods & Nutrition (4-7) (K-3)/
Library
Soph. Road show; T.E.A.;
Catholic Youth Org.
NECAA Convention, Jr. yr.;
Student Ass't.. Soph. & Jr. yrs.:
Alpha Lambda Delta, sec;
Kappa Delta Pi; S.E.A.
Science/Reading
S-UN, major concert chairman;
Longwood Players, make-up
crew; Twelfth Night; Our
Town, costume crew chief;
Fiddler on the Roof.
Colleague; Orientation Leader;
Oktoberfest booth; Oktoberfest
skits; Fresh. Prod.; Admissions
Aid; SAA Admissions Comm.
Beverly Dianne
Harvey
Chemistry and Home
Economics
Barbara Susan
Hartless
Social Work
(Clothing And Textiles) Phi
Kappa Phi; Lychnos, pres.;
Kappa Omicron Phi, sec; Wesley
Foundation; Chemistry Club:
Concert Choir; Alpha Lambda
Valerie D. Harris
Pi Gamma Mu; Student Ass't.:
Nat'l. Dean's List; Dean's List. Patricia Hartline
Delta; American Home
Economics Ass'n.; Colleague.
Sharon Leigh Harvey Donna Lea Hasky
English
Geist; Who's Who Among
Students in Colleges and
Universities; v-chairman of S-
UN; Rotunda; Wesley
Foundation; Spring Week-End
chairman; Special Events Week
chairman; Mixer chairman;
Admin. Hearing Committee; RA;
Hall Pres.; College Republicans.
Betsy Hastoglis Sheree Ellen Hawse
Elementary Education
(4-7)
S.E.A., 1978-80.
Patty Hevener Katherine Hicks Beth Highton Malinda Hirsch
J ^i
Sheryl Ann Hogge
Elementary
Education/minor:
Dance
Longwood College Co. of Dancer
4 yrs., sec./treas., student ass't. to
the Director; Kappa Delta;
Student Ass't.; Orientation
Leader.
John E. Hudson Lydia Lane Hudson
Therapeutic
Recreation
Delta Psi Kappe, treas.; Fresh.
Prod.; Oktoberfest activities;
Colleague; Orientation Leader;
Thera. Rec. Org.; Student
Faculty Committee, 1 yr.
Lynnette Hudson
Catherine Ann Hughes
HPER
Delta Psi Kappa, treas.; Girls"
Basketball Team; Alpha Lambda
Delta; Oktoberfest set crew
member. Lisa A. Hughes Nell M. Hughes Susan L. Hughlett
Patty Hughson Anne Elizabeth Imrie
Business
Administration
Student Alumni Ass'n., pres.; Phi
Beta Lambda; Colleague; Student
Ass't.; Admissions Aide.
Jennifer Leigh Inman
Chemistry
Campus Girl Scouts, chairman;
pre-professionals, pres.;
Chemistry Club.
Sharon L. Janovich
Janet Jarrett Cynthia M. Johnson
Jo Anne Johnson
Office Administration
Sigma Kappa. Robert Johnson
Debi Kinzel participates in one of the many games of Color Rush,
Oktoberfest '79.
Mary Jane Smith shares a hug and a shining smile with Coach
Hodges just after shooting her 1000th point!
Lloyd shows his "muscle"
Dave Gates keeps the audience
informed as Geistmeister of
Oktoberfest '79.
Spirited Seniors Dennis Helms, Dale Roller and Elaine
Dempsey perform some footstomping music during; the Red-
n-White Oktoberfest skit.
» 5^
'Tennis, anyone''
,
Bill Wallace asks the camera.
W^^^m
Melodie Crawley discusses Senior Capping with a
friend. Seniors combine with the Sophomores in their final performance in a Red-
n-White skit.
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Cindy Jones Dorothy Jones Laurie Jones Victoria Marie Jones
Deborah Kay Kinzel
Health and Physical
Education (K-12)
Celeste Kaczur Peter J. Kauffman Janice J. Knighton
Field Hockey; Gymnastics team;
student rep. to Liason Comm.
w/Board of Visitors; Oktoberfest;
Leg. Board; Chi commendation;
Alpha Sigma Tau, corresp. sec;
Delta Psi Kappa; Jud. Bd.
investigator; Jr. usher, grad.
Deirdre Kirkpatrick Melanie Koch Karen Lynn Kreger Judy Kusterer
Business
Administration
Alpha Gamma Delta, rec. sec;
Phi Beta Lambda; Collegue;
Student ass't.; Newman Club;
Oktoberfest.
Pat Landers
Business
Administration
Swap Shop Chairman; Sigma
Kappa, rec. sec, Panhellenic
delegate. Registrar. Nancy M. Law Dawn Legg Elizabeth Lemons
^ V
i Joyce Lenhart Pamela J. Leonard
Biology
Colleague 1977; Student
Assistant 1978; Orientation
Leader 1979; R.A. 1978-79, 79-:
D.J. Lindsey Annette McAdams
Jessie Lignian
English
Alpha Gamma Delta; Lambda
Iota Tau; staff writer for the
Rotunda; Nat'l. Council of
Teachers of English; Va. Ass'n.
of Teachers of English.
Robert Stephen McAra
Business
Administration
Intercollegiate Baseball; S-UN,
Mini-concert chairman; Pi Kappa
Phi, social committee chairman;
Delta Thigh Rammer Society;
Intramural Water Polo,
basketball, volleyball, football,
Softball; Host, Dining Hall,
Sharon Lilley
Abby McChesney
Pam McClain Carolyn McDaniel William P. McKaig Cheryl Ann McKeen
Music Education Mathematics
Geist; Caraeratas, pres.; Phi Mu Pi Mu Epsilon, pres.; Honors
Alpha; Who's Who; Alpha Council, treas.; Lychnos, treas.;
'
Lambda Delta; skits. Alpha Lambda Delta; Student
Ass't.; Colleague; RA; Concert
1
Choir.
Teresa Ann
McLawhorn
HPER
Theresa Lynn Markley
Fresh., Soph. Rep. for Jud. Soc. Science w/Pre-
Board; Sec. & Chairman for Jud. Algebra certification
Board; Alpha Gamma Delta
Ritual Chairman; Oktoberfest
Chairman; Colleague, Orientation
Leader; Tennis team - Captain
Phi Kappa Phi; Phi Gamma Mu
(Secretary - Spring 79); Wesley
Foundation (V. Pres 78, Pres 78);
78 $ 79; Who's Who in American
Colleges & Univ.; Stud. Liason
Committee Repres.; Longwood
College Council. Patricia McWilliams Nancy S. Marion
M.D. Decorations Chairman
1979; Junior Class Dining Hall
Rep.; Colleague 77-78; Alpha
Lambda Delta.
Walter W. Marsden Sandra Jane Martin
Music Education
Sigma Alpha Iota Pres., Treas.;
Concert Choir Sec, Lib.; MENC;
Concert Band; Jazz Band; Emily
Clark Music Educator's
Scholarship; "Fiddler On The
Roof chorus; Dean's List.
Charles A. Mason II Linda E. Mathews
Social Work
Pre-Professional Club 76-77 &
77-78; Fresh. Oktoberfest Booth
Committee - 76.
Linda Jean Meadows Cathy Mears Lynn Montgomery Earl Moore
Letha Moore
Social Work
ALpha Kappa Alpha Pres. 78-79,
Sec, - Trea. 79-80; Pi Gamma
Mu; Afro-American Student
Alliance Vice-Pres, 78-78;
Federation of Student Social
Workers Treas. 78-79; Colleague,
Student Assistant; Dean's List.
(no picture here) Kathryn Dale
Moorefield
Business
Administration
Kappa Delta; Phi Beta Lambda.
Cynthia Marie Morris
HPER
Geist, pres.; Delta Psi Kappa, v-
pres.; Alpha Sigma Tau, first v-
pres.; Who's Who Among Amer.
Colleges and Universities;
Longwood College Co. of Dancer;
LA. A., sec; Oktoberfest Klown
Advisor; Klown; Fencing Team;
Honors Council; Faculty
Recognition Committee; Color
Class skits; Orientation Leader;
Colleague.
Beverly Ellen Mozingo
Math
Diana Morris
Virginian editor, soph, yr.; Leg.
Board rep., 4yrs.; Orientation
Leader; Alpha Sigma Alpha,
editor, corr. sec; H Club, 3
yrs.; Concert Choir, 4 yrs. Jan Murray Julie L. Newman
-^ jf
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Anh Viet Nguyen
Mathematics
Dean's List; Lychnos, v-pres.; Pi
Mu Epsilon, Math Honorary;
R.A.
Donna Nicely Sharon K. Nicholson Deborah Lynn
Northern
English/ minor:
Journalism,
Communications
Chairman of Oktoberfest, Geist;
Lambda Iota Tau, sec.-treas.;
Intercollegiate field hockey and
lacrosse: Rotunda, editor 1978,
sports editor 1977-79;
Festmeister, 1978; Leg. Board;
elections committee.
Bobbie Rae Oakley Debbie Lee Osborne Patricia Owen Ronda Owen
^^
^ ;
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Barbara Jane Packett Joyce Robin Pague
Music Education
S.A.I, faternity; Concert Choir;
Concert Band; Camerata Singers.
Sheila Parker Edie J. Parkins
Cheryle Perkins
Karen Delle Peters
Home Economics-
Foods & Nutrition
Orientation Leader; Student
Ass't.; Soph. Roadshow; Amer.
Home Ec. Ass'n., student
member section. Robin Scott Peterson
Wanda Lynn Price
Peterson
Government/Social
Sciences
Int. field hockey, lacrosse; Jr.
class pres.; Leg. Board, rep. and
chairman; Phi Gamma Mu;
Who's Who; Swap Shop co-
chairman; I. A. A.; Alpha Gamma
Delta.
Janie Petty Susan Whitney Pitt Andy Curtis Pittard Sallie Mae Pleasants
Elementary Education Music Education
(K-3)
Who's Who Among Colleges &
Zeta Tau Alpha, Universities; Chi commendetion;
membership/Rush chairman. Longwood College Band, pres. &
v-pres.; Administration Executive
Hearing Committee; Cameratas;
Longwood Players; Phi Mu
Alpha, program director; Sigma
Phi Epsilon; Oktoberfest Music
Director; Longwood Beauty
Pageant; Series for the
Performing Arts.
Carolyn Mae Powell
Home Economics-
Fashion Merchandising
Home Ec. Club, treas.; Sr.
Joye D. Posey Banquet Committee co-chairman. Beverly Puckette Marjorie J. Quarles
Kyna Mitchell Racey
Business
Administration-
Finance
Phi Mu, treas., housing
coordinator, registrar; Admission
I
Aide; Orientation Leader;
f Student Ass't.; Colleague; Phi
Beta Lambda.
Stacy Rausch Joyce Lee Ray Sharon Ann Rector
Elementary Education
(K-3)
Colleague; Orientation Leader;
Orientation skits; Jr. class sec;
Oktoberfest skits.
Lynn Reiter
Melody Marie Rice
Business
Administration Beth Richards
Virginia Gale
Richardson
Linda Riggan Jean Roemleir Dale Michael Roller
Music
Phi Mu Alpha, treas.; Caraeratas,
sec; Oktoberfest skits; Miss
Longwood Orchestra.
Cindy Rumig
Robin D. Rowen Rene E. Rowland Marie Royall Lauren M. Rulieno
Colleen Russell Beth Sage LeeAnn Sampey Nancy Schulz
Rebecca Scott Beverly Setliff
Donna Kaye Shanks
Elementary Education
(K-3)
Intramural Softball; Red-n-
White Oktoberfest skits.
Kathryn Ann Shelton
Social Work
Dean's List, 1979; Crisis
Intervention Training, summer
1979; Jr. and Sr. field work.
Karen Nanette Shelton Deneen M. Shrader Doreen Mary Shuffler Barbara Kay Slough
English (Speech,
Drama, Journalism) Elementary Education
Government/History
Sr. Oktoberfest Usherette;
Longwood Scholar; Alpha
Gamma Delta; BSU; Tafara; Leg.
Board rec. sec; Phi Kappa Phi;
Who's Who; Lambda lote Tau;
Kappa Delta Pi; Alpha Lambda
Delta; Longwood Players;
recipient — Herbert R.
Blackwell and Mary Clay Hiner
scholarships.
Kappa Delta, activities chairman,
ass't. treas., treas.; field hockey
team; lacrosse team; Res. Board;
Oktoberfest skit; Hall pres.;
Inter. Student Ass't.; Sr. Banquet
Committee; Announcement
Committee.
Pi Gamma Mu, treas.; Rotunda
staff; Sociology/Anthropology
Club.
Patricia Smalley
Sara Parsons Smith
Business Education
Pi Omega Pi, treas.; Sigma
Kappa, chaplain; Oktoberfect
booth chairman (S.K.).
Stacey Anne Smith
English/Minor:
Communications
Zeta Tau Alpha; English Club;
Rotunda staff (1976-77).
Carol Anne Spencer
Business
Administration
Phi Mu, treas.
Jodee Elizabeth Stalls Veronica Stefaniga Anne Carter Stephens Pamela Jonel Stewart
Elementary Education HPER
(K-3)
Delta Psi Kappa; R.E.A.L. '
Freshman Hall pres.; Oktoberfest program; Red-n-White skit, 1979; '
script committee, 1979; Intramural volleyball, basketball,
Oktoberfest Dance chairman and badminton.
(1979); Orientation Leader.
Lynn Ann Plageman
Social Work
Alpha Sigma Tau, v-pres. and
pres.; Who's Who; Oktoberfest
Klown; Sr. Usherette; Head
Student Ass't.; Res. Board, vice-
chairman; Jr. class chairman, v-
pres.; Dining Hall committee; co-
chairman Const. Review Coram.;
Longwood College Council; Chi
commendation; Orientation
Melissa C. Stowers Helen Gail Strickland Susie Struder Leader; Colleague.
Lynne Elizabeth Swan Keith Russeth
B.F.A., Art History Swandby
Mathematics
Catalinas, historian: Rotunda
staff. Pi Mu Epsilon; Lychnos Society;
Baseball, 1979.
Lora E. Tester Bonnie L. Thomas
Cynthia Joyce
Thompson
Business
Administration
Student Ass't.; Phi Beta Lambda.
Elizabeth R. Thompson
Biology
Edith Stevens Award, 1979; Beta
Beta Beta, treas.; Lychnos
Society.
Mary Luanna
Thompson
Business
Administration
Alpha Sigma Alpha; Phi Beta
Lambda.
Rebecca Lee
Thompson
Elementary Education
(K-3)
Kappa Delta Pi, sec, treas,;
Oktoberfest skits; Orientation
Leader; S.E.A.; S-UN. pg 195
Phyllis W. Thornton Victoria Suzanne Mary Lou Travis John Patrick Trout
Transue Marketing,
Business Management
Administration -
Management Phi Beta Lambda,
parliamentarian; Alpha Sigma
Phi.
Red-n-White Oktoberfest
chairman, Sr. yr.; Sigma Kappa,
third v-pres.; Catalinas' pres.,
treas.; Res. Board, sec; dorm
pres.; Fresh, Prod, chairman;
Longwood Players; Dance Co.,
stage manager, lighting design;
Songfest chairman; Sr. Assembly
co-chairman.
Barbara Lyn Upshaw
Home Economics - Darlene Annette
Food and Nuturition Christene Elaine Vogel Walker
Biology-Environmental Social
Longwood Home Ec. Club, v- Science/Education
pres., pres.; VHEA-SMS State S-UN sec; Sr. booth chairman;
Sec, 1979-80; AHEA member. Oktoberfest skits; Orientation Pi Gamma Mu (Nat'l Soc Sci.
1977-80. Leader; Gyre; Concert Choir. Hon.), sec. Rosie Wallace
if.^-:j^.j^iUi
Cathy J. Walsh Marie Watson
Elementary Education
(K-3)
Jill Webb Cindy Weeks
Intervarsity Christian
Fellowship; Orientation Leader.
Elizabeth Ann Weisel
Elementary Education Kim Theresa West Ronald Allen Wheeler
(4-7); Math Elementary Education Business
certification (K-3) Administration
Oktoberfest skit; Colleague;
S.A.A.; Admissions Aide.
Alpha Sigma Alpha, corr. sec,
editor; Kappa Delta Pi.
Pi Kappa Phi, vice archon;
Student Ass't., 2 yrs. Laura A. White
Patricia Raye
Whitehurst
English
Alpha Gamma Delta,
Membership chairman, pres.;
Concert Choir; Colleague;
Orientation Leader; Student
Counselor, Res. and Jud. Boards
Lambda Iota Tau; Student
Liaison Committee; Oktoberfest;
Virginian business manager;
Longwood Players.
Stephen Gray Whitten
Elementary Education
Pi Kappa Phi, chaplain; SEA
pres., historian; Res. Board
invest.; Tennis Team manager,
1977-80; Orientation Leader;
Student Ass't.; Oktoberfest skits;
Rotunda staff; Dining Hall
Committee; Announcement
Comm.; L.C. Concert Band;
SVEA delegate.
Ann Carper Williams Jenny Williams
Kathy Sue Williams
Elementary Education
SEA; Oktoberfest booth, Jr. vr.
LuCinda Williams
Home Economics-Food
and Nutrition
Oktoberfest Klown; Orientation
skits; Phi Mu, director, ass't.
Panhell. rep., SGA.
Kathryn Ruth Wilson
Elementary Education
(K-3)
Kappa Delta Pi; Alpha Lambda
Delta; Phi Kappa Phi; Colleague;
Orientation Leader; Oktoberfest
set crew; Oktoberfest skit;
Wesley Foundation treas. Ross David Windom
Beverly Jo Wood
Elementary Education
(K-3)
Paula Wood Rhonda Woody
Campus Girl Scouts.
Ann Wyatt Robin E. Young Sue Young
. . ii • 1 % • » ^
Katherine Abernathy
II Kendall B. Adams
' Cheryl L. Adkins
Susan Alexander
Anne M. Alfano
Dave Aliff
Janet M. Allen
Rebecca A. Bailey
Jean B. Banton
Junmrs Imik cm as a visiting mime opens the day's festivities during Oktoberfest.
Rita A. Bi^rraco
C:"d.- Bartlam
ir.i'.-icia Bdteman
!;?' Cia'-ter Baugh
Vicki Berman
Arlene Best
Cathy Biggs
Tammy Bird
Suzanne Birdsall
Robyn S. Black
Franklin Bowman
Robert R. Boyd
Betsy Burger
Donna Bruce
Trade Caldwell
Lynn Campbell
Vr.le-is Campbell
Patricia J. Carnes
Bernice, Carson
Cynthia Carter
Danny King stops to give the camera a winning smile before hurrying off to class.
Laura E. Cole
Pamela Craft
Melody Crawley
Steve Crowder
Marjorie Croxton
Robin Daniels
Lynne D. Davis
Suzanne Day
Donald L. Diggs
Nancy C. Downey
Lucile V. Duncan
Kathleen Dunk
James F. C" ^r.n
Melis?:' D ir.n
Cynthin ; ion
v;,-. ,.<.-• I.If ton
Karen Lee Elliott
Margaret Anne Ellis
Bettie Felumbe
Cheryl A. Fitts
Callista Fowler
Joanne Fox
Kathy S. Fox
Anne Gaither
Patti Gillum
Vicki Glover
Sheila Gollhardt
Susan D. Grey
Kathy Greer
Ann Hanback
Ceresa L. Haney
Kim Hannan
*il^W*\\l/
Queen I. Hardison
Berkeley Harland
Jo-Ann Harrell
Susan A. Harris
Teresa Harris
Lisa K. Heflin
Karen Henry
Kathy Hesse
Michele Hogge
Darlene Holland
Debra Hood
Gina Howell
Even if a rainbow can't be
found outside, there's always
one to be found in the balls
a rainy day.
t^
Donna Haghes
Teresa Hundley
Ms-.ry Ingram
Joji T. Jennings
Deborah Jochens
Paula Johnson
Stacy L. Johnson
Bonnie Jones
Cathy M. Jones
Dennis Jones, Jr.
Isabel M. Jones
Kenneth Jones
T.C. Jones IV
Terry L. Keesee
Therese Kenney
Kathy Koch
M. KouUoutchas
Kim Lauierbach
Donna Leighton
Janice Len;bke
Larry Prettyman takes a break at a
favorite student spot right outside the
New Smoker.
Becky Myers works diligently on the
Midway in her sorority's booth.
Maria LeMaster snoozes after a long day's
work.
Becky Nunez enjoys the sights of Farmville
with some friends.
Robert Is-Varne
Katr.-; IV Lewis
Loraii":e-.- V f'^ Lincoln
Mary .' ; . McAllister
Kerry McCarthy
Kelly McDonald
Patricia McGuire
Carol Mcintosh
Martha McMullen
MaryEllen Mallory
Kathryn Markley
Donna Martin
Pam Mayo
Debra Miller
Jill Molter
Keith F. Moore
Teresa May Moore
Wayne C. Moore
Elizabeth Morton
Valery S. Naranjo
"Are you following me?", Lorrie
Shifflet asks suspiciously.
Anh Dung Nguyen
Rebecca A. Nunez
Debbie Oliver
Donna Parker
Beth Parrott
Linda Paschall
Jeanne Pearson
Annamarie Pencola
Amy Perry
Cindy Poore
Susan A. Pratt
Larry Prettyman
.--'/^'M:a
Mary Purdhism
Sharon Raunswiridsr
Caroie Robtitson
Pau! R-.ibsnson
Andrea Ruffin
Kelly Sanderson
Brenda Sasser
Joy Serine
Barrie Sharman
Greg Siegrist
Mary Ellen Simonelli
Debora Skelton
Karen Smith
Mary B. Soles
Sharon Spiotta
Judi Stanley
Elizabeth Stanton
Donna M. Stephens
Terri Stuari
Jacki Sullins
Tom Sullivan
Sue Sweet
Norma Taliaferra
Leah-Beth Thomas
Patricia Thomas
Sandy Thomas
Donna Todd
Debra J. Trent
Patia Truitt
Alice Tucker
Dawn Vass
Michele Verable
Tammy Lincks seems to be the center of attention
5i:5 •i
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Cindy Dropeski keeps in practice for
the next big field hockey game.
Ann S. Via
Pam Wagner
Diane Walker
David Wall
Tammy Wallace
Melanie Wallack
Gayle Weaver
Leslie Weems
Linda t>. Wheeler
Shen y Vviggins
Debra A. Wiicher
Cheryl Wiiccx
II
Pamela Williams
Rebecca Williams
Amy Wilson
Nancy Wilson
Sherry Will
Kim Wood
Susan A, Wright
Kim Wyker
Juliet Rose
Sharon G. Darnell
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Cynthia Abshire
Kathleen Agnew
Millicent Ailsworth
Margaret Anderson
Regina Anderson
Robert Anderson III
Jeanette Arnold
Laura Audio
Susan C. Bacon
Daniel K. Badgett
Teresa Baer
Vanessa Baird
Amy Barnes
Ruby Barnes
Susan Baroch
Kimberly Baumgardner
Lauren Beasley
Chery Beausoleil
Jeanne Becker
Margaret Beebe
Rebecca Bergman
Karen Best
Robin Billmyer
Cathy Bodurtha
Claudia Boggs
Brenda Bonucelli
Marsha Booth
Diane Bottoms
Linda Boulais
Patti Bowman
Lisa Bridgewater
Sharon Brown
Susan Bryant
David Brundick
Julia Brissette
Alice Bryant
Carla Brown
Carolyn Bryant
Deborah Brown
Tami Bryant
Sophomores supported Color Rush in a big way!
Beverly Bumgarner
Kay Burroughs
Jacqulene Burton
Nancy Burton
Robert Butler, Jr.
Sharon Callahan
Barbara Campbell
Cynthia Campbell
Robin Campbell
Susan Campot
Donna Cappaert
Cathy Carden
Margaret Carlin
Brenda Carpenter
Kim Carr
Jenny Carraway
Veronica Cary
Audrey Childress
Brent Childress
Lucinda Christensen
Connie Murrey holds the opposing team back while her
teammates go for the goal.
Jane Froemel looks ready to zonk after a heavy yearbook
staff meeting.
Margaret Christman
Brenda Coleman
Faith Clark
Lisa Collins
Jill Clevenger
Julia Combs
Brian Cochran
Lisa Ann Comer
Sheila Cochran
Julie Compton
Chris Conner
Karen Cook
Tamara Cooke
Samantha Cooper
Sue Costa
Rebecca Counts
Janice Cox
Catherine Creamer
Brenda Croxton
Sharon Crim
Gail Crumpler
Lisa D. Davis
Tammy Davis
Teresa Dawson
Cindy Dean
Paula DeHaven
Betsy Delong
Tobin Demsko
Mike Derflinger
Elizabeth Dingus
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Sharee Dishman
Jane Edmonds
Delaine Douglas
Marcia Fastabend
Sharon Dowdy
Kathy Felletter
Susan Duvall
Jennifer Ferguson
Amy Easthom
Cindy Fitzgerald
"You weren't supposed to take my picture!", cries Mary
Lou Storey as the camera clicks.
Susan Flowers
Susan Ford
Jill Foster
Maurice Franck
Jane Froemel
Anna-Marie Garrett
Cathy Garrette
Amy Gates
Martha George
Scott Georges
Darlene Gillikin
Mark Getz
Carol Giancaspro
Ginger Glascock
Susan Godbey
Kelly Godsey
Beth Gourly
Evelyn Gragnani
Cheri Gray
Catherine Grant
Patty Bowman relaxes with some friends in the Day Students' Lounge.
Tammy Gregory
Barbara Hanky
Mary Grigis
Catherine Hanky
Judi Harrison
Sharon Harrup
Myrna Harvey
Elizabeth Hastings
Donna Hatchett
Ann Headley
Kendal Heaton
Karen Heizer
Eileen Henry
Karen Hoffman
Debbie Hogge
Lou Howell
Melanie Hadnal
Rugenia Huff
David Hughes
Elaine Hughes
Emily Hughes
Jayne Hutchins
Mary Beth Ibanez
Kathy Idelson
Sharon Poff sees something "very interesting"
Kay Schmidt struggles to get a grip on a
water balloon during Color Rush.
Helena Rothe takes time out to
proofread a paper and relax a
little at the same time.
Sophomores and seniors join to-
gether to perform a winning May
Dance for the Red-n-White Okto-
berfest skit.
Donna Irby
LeeAnne Darnell
Janice Johnson
Beth Joles
Cameron Jones
Elaine Jones
Elizabeth Jones
Leona Jones
Roland M. Jones, Jr
Karen Karcha
Joanne Kelerakis
Doris Keys
Carol Kilvington
Antoinette Kindrick
Carol Knowles
Lynn Kurtz
Donna Lanier
Lisa Lassiter
Rae Leslie
Beverly Lewis
M'^l^
Sheryl Lohr
Lori McKenzie
Penny Long
John David McLaren
Doris Lyles
Melissa Mabry
Karen McCraw
Johnette A. Mallory
Myrne McGonigle
Kenny Marcus
Duke Rollins helps build up the Oktoberfest spirit in his role as
Mittenmeister.
Sandra Brooks, Melanie Hudnall, Jan Cox, and Marcie Swale put
on a great performance in their scene in the Red-n-White skit.
Linda Markham
Sandra Martin
Mitzi Mason
Vicky Mathewson
Ann-Elyse Maxey
Ann T. May
Teresa Medlin
Katherine Messier
Michele Milburn
Donna Mitchell
Robbin Mobley
Deborah Ann Moreau
Cynthia Morse
Melanie Moss
Penelope Mottley
Connie Murray
Connie Myers
Rebecca Myers
Barbara Neiman
Tammy Newton
Regina Huff, Robert Merrick, and Jeannette Arnold show one of the most important aspects of
life at Longwood — friendship.
Astrid Neumann
Bonnie Ohmacht
Cheryl Nicely
Anne Omohundro
Joy Norris
Lori Orr
Susie Nuckols
Lynn Painter
Terry Oakley
Martha Paxton
Sharon Payne
Karen Pearson
Cheryl Pelkey
Donna Jill Penny
Janet Reynolds
Lydia Rice
Belinda Richards
Jerry Richman
Nuvit Rodop
Restina Roesch
Marguerite Roller
Robert Duke Rollins
Helene Rothe
Gretchen Rowland
Elizabeth Sandage
Susan Sandford
Leslie Satterwhite
Rodger Seeman
Kay Schmidt
Bonnie Seemiller
Barbara Schmitt
Joanne Segraves
Melinda Schoeller
Nancy Setzer
Patty Scholberg
Mary Sewell
Kim Fuhr joins a friend in a race during
Color Rush.
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Jamea Sharp
Kathy Shaw
Lorrie Shiflett
Andrea Simmons
Teri Simmons
Bonnie Sines
Roxanne Slaughter
Kurt Slocum
Debra Smiley
Betty Lou Smith
Cindy Smith
Diane Smith
Diane Smith
Larry Smith
Stone Smith
Dennis Southers
Stacie Southwick
Debra Spencer
Patricia Sproston
Barbara Stent
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Denise Snader fends off an opponent to keep L.C. possession of
the ball a little longer.
Joanie Matson keeps an eye on the ball, looking for a chance to
steal it from her opponent.
Lynne Stitt
Janet Svkes
Mary Lou Storey
Catherine Taylor
Debbie Strutton
Jane Tavlor
Margaret Swale
Marv Tavlor
Polly Swenson
Rebecca Tavlor
Angel Thacker
Laura Thaxton
Dianne Thomas
Deborah Thompson
Ginger Thornton
Donna Toney
Ruth Anne Trumbo
Pamela Updike
Kim Upshaw
Kathy Vannice
Bonnie Vaughan
Linda Vaughan
Patricia Vaughan
Richard Vaught
Christine Vontsolos
Beth Waddell
Susan Waddill
Robyn Walker
Bonnie Walthall
Jennifer Ward
Deborah Warren
Nancy Willard
Nancy Warren
Cheri Williams
Elizabeth WendeT
Cheri Williams
Florence White
Nancy Williams
Ann Wickovski
Deanna Wilson
Lori Wilson
Barbara Word
Carla \Vimmer
Diane Wright
Kathy Wolfe
Laurie Wright
Tammie Wooldridge
Stephen Yeaman
Walter Woolridge
Robert Zirpdi
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Muriel Adams
Sarah Adams
Melanie Adem
Laura Akers
Tracie Allgood
Melinda Allman
Katherine Anderson
Paige Anderson
Donna Barger
Jack Barker
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Francs? Barner
Kimbei-'V .Baines
Eii;»;b~;ih Barron
Rioiiard Bartl
Teresa Baughan
Julie Fay Benson
Deborah Bernd
Margaret Binzer
Debra Birkeland
Lorie Blackard
Angela Bond
Amy Bowers
Kathy Bowers
Lisa Bowers
Carol Boyers
Lisa Brandon
Karen Sue B. nki^v
Jeanne Ef-^ • '^
Teresa E eaf-n
Faith B>e er
Bonnie Brightwel!
Margie Brynda
Betsy Broaddu
Lisa Buchanan
Elizabeth Bruno
Frances Callahan
PhvUis Harkins has discovered the blues of an "all-nighter."
"Break, here I come! (That is, if my Mom
ever gets here!)"
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Jane Campbell
Tracey Campbell
Mass Canada
Seth Carr
Janelle Carr
Laura Carroll
Sharon Carroll
Betty Jo Casey
Mary Cawthorne
Kate Clementson
Shelly Clore
Nick Ciucci
Georgia Cockill
Pamela Coffman
Daniel Conner
Elizabeth Conner
Stacy Cook:
Fay Covingto
Angela Cox
Lisa Anne Crane
The Freshmen bring their booth
together for the Midway.
Karen Crespo
Rebecca Davis
Derek Crowe
Lucy Derrickson
Lynn Grumpier
Kenneth DeVor
Connie Davis
Linda Dingman
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lovan
Doss
Joy Duncan
Nancy Duncanson
Elizabeth Dunk
Monica Dunkley
Ellen Dunn
Sandra Dyer
Ann Eubank
Kathy Fallen
Ellen Ferguson
Karen Finerty
Chris Finnigan
Theresa Fiscella
Bei
Janice- Fcr.-!
Ann Fowlt-r
Ariel Fowler
Suzanne Fraile
Diane Gay
Debbie Friend
Donna Gibson
Kathy Fuller
Melanie Gilbert
Laura Garnett
Paul Gillespie
Paul Garrett
Laura Godfrey
Another spirit of Longwood shines through — Happiness!
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Denise Goodie
Mary Goodloe
Michati Gould
Viii'iam Grace
Kip Grady
Cindy Guthrie
Dee Anne Hall
James Hamlin
Kathy Hammond
Molly Handy
Robbie Hanger
Phyllis Harkins
Dori Heflin
Mary Hill
Jacquelyne Hinson
Marie Hogge
Paula Holt
Taya Hruby
Kathleen Hun'.er
Diane Hvitson
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Carrie Newton shares an idea with a friend.
Betsy Irby
Brenda Jenkins
Nina Jackson
Rebecca Johnson
Stephen Janosko
Julie Jones
Diane Jarvis
Kelly Jones
Angie Jenkins
Kim Jordan
ta«MM^|»---.>jt?»»yifcL"
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Sharon King
Joni Knight
Chris Koman
Michael Laffoon
Anne LaPenta
Kelli LaTorraca
Care Lauck
Brenda Laws
Beth Licari
Leigh Ann Lilly
Wanda Lloyd
Janet Long
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Teresa gets some sideline hints.
"Grease!" — Freshman style!
John Todd, Chris
Conner, and Ross
Conner take a break
from ball long enough
to pose for a
Virginian
photographer.
Vc-m
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,.;. McCoy
Catherine McCurdy
Mindy McDonald
Deana McGuire
Desiree McNeice
Patti Madine
Patrick Magnarella
Patti Manning
Bonnie Martin
Patricia Martin
Tony Mason
Paul Massaro
Eileen Mathed
Debbit
Flora Middleton
Laurie Mitchell
Amanda Miller
Melinda Mizelle
Sherri Miller
Carol Monniger
Mary Milne
Charna Moore
David Mitchell
Madeline Moose
1
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Tim White certainly is happy about something! (Wonder what?
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mam ISBiM
Jui Morton
Shirry Moss
Eilftn Motley
aurie Murren
Tamara Nash
Kristy Nicely
Ann Noel
Sheri Nunn
Chris O'Donnell
Sheryl Oesterheld
Garland Orcutt
Cheryl Orndoff
Deana Otwell
Angela Overby
Kimberly Pace
Janet Palmer
Teresa !\irktr
Carol Ann Parrish
Patricia Pascals
Green-n-Whites enjoy themselves before Count
Dracula shows up, in the (!reen-n-White Oktoberfest
skit.
Jill Pearce
Joyce Pool
Katrina Pearthree
Lisa Price
Nancy Pierce
Sharon Price
Sharon Pillow
Cheryl Pring
Nancy Pollard
Wendy Priolo
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Anne Rpmcy
Therssf. Rjy
Aii:ftU'. Reeve
Jeanne Reynolds
Cathy Rinker
Lucinda Riser
Claudia Roakes
Maureen Rogge
Harry Rankle, Jr.
Melissa Sager
Barbara Saunders
Vanessa Scott
Martha Sellick
Susan Shelton
Marcy Shepard
Bruce .-il-rcpptTson
Kar..n Siceioff
Marv Sitnij-- >ri
Letty Sink
Lisa Snelling
Beverly Slough
Bridget Snyder
Debbie Smith
Brenda Solorzano
Tonya Smith
Constance Spangler
Ronda Snell
Sandra Stabler
There's nothing like a cool slice of watermelon on a hot
September dav. as this Freshman found during Orientation
Week.
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Biliy Staffbi-d
Betty Stanley
Lyiir^e Stanley
Cheri.; Stevens
Beth Stewart
Lon Stockton, Jr.
Gwendolyn Sublett
Kim Sutton
Lisa Swackhammer
Linda Sweitzer
Becky Taborek
Susan Taylor
Amy Thacker
Betty Thompson
Joan Thorp
Cynthia Thurman
aige ! ilghman
Anne Tinsley
John Todd
Katie Tucker
Randy Cook and Mark WinecolT get some "refreshments."
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Chris Turington
Joanna Vernon
Carolyn Turner
Karen Via
Renee Turner
Jeannie Wakelvn
Patricia Twyman
Julie Walker
Frances Vauloukis
Lisa Walker
Patrit:ii ''"alU)!!
K-Cy Warlick
Suiari Watford
Darcy Weatherhead
Bob Weatherly
Stephanie Wheeler
Cecelia White
Peyton White
Linda Whitehead
Dorothea Willoughby
Renee Williams
Susan Williams
Ilona Wilson
Mark Winecoff
Pam Winger
Ci >!t
Caroly:i V>'.-j;id
Kathy Wood
Vicki Woodrui't'
Roberta Wrenn
Kiraberly Zachary
Betsy Barren daydreams on South Cunningham's wall.
As Jeff rides off into the sunset
iJennifer Rusk is on an ROTC canoe trip on the James River with SFC Jordan.
A Minute Lasts Only A Short While
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But A Memory Lasts A Lifetime
Lynn Campbell "rushes" to her new sisters.
Brenda Fettrow goes up for two.
The Zetas sell cotton candy at Oktoberfest.
^i^jflH
Concentration is the name of the aarr.t. Winter at Longwood
Hold Fast To Your Spirit And Your Memories
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